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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
The archeological survey of a portion of Long Bluff State Park
has revealed that evidence of the early historic settlement of Long
Bluff-Greenville is present in the area north of the ferry road. The
remains of this past occupation extend eastward from the intersection
of this road and the Georgetown road to the bluff edge above the Pee
Dee River and north of the ferry road no more than 400 feet. The archeolo-
gical remains appear to extend northwestward from the Georgetown road
intersection to the western boundary of the survey area. In addition,
earlier archeological work and the current survey have shown that archeolo-
gical remains extend along the south side of the ferry road as well as
the bluff edge and the Georgetown Road.
Because of the distribution of these archeological remains it is
recommended that construction or land modification within the survey
area be confined to that area 400 feet north of the ferry road and that the
vicinity of the Georgetown-ferry road intersection be avoided. In the
event that areas containing archeological remains must be impacted, it
will be necessary to conduct more intensive archeological work in those
areas in order to mitigate the effects of this work.
Although the archeological survey of the bluff edge indicates that
it is unlikely that cultural remains exist more than 400 feet north of
the ferry road landing, it is not known if such remains are present in
the river at these locations. Because of the landing's extended period
of use, it is possible that archeological materials are present in the
river below the bluff. For this reason modification of the river edge




Tn July and August 1977 archeological investigations were carried
out at a portion of Long Bluff State Park by the Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology of the University of South Carolina (Fig. 1). These
investigations were sponsored by the South Carolina Department of
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism as part of the initial stage of planning
for the park's development as a public use area and were intended to
ascertain the location, and extent of the eighteenth century settlement
of Long Bluff-Greenville which is assumed to lie within the boundaries
of the park (Lewis 1975;3.). The results of the archeological work would also
determine the persence of other past human occupations in the survey
area and serve as the initial stage in a comprehensive investigation
of archeological remains at Long Bluff State Park.
The immediate goals of the Long Bluff project are to identify the
settlement of Long Bluff-Greenville and to determine the size, form,
and spatial extent of that part of the settlement lying within the area
under investigation as well as to ascertain the temporal and cultural
affiliations of its occupations. More significant to an understanding
of the role played by this settlement in the sociocultural milieu
of the South Carolina frontier, is the consideration of more complex
research problems relating to those processes that were occurring on
the frontier during the period when Long Bluff-Greenville was occupied.
The examination of such problems requires the investigation of patterned
variation in data obtained from the archeological record. Because
this report seeks to explore both descriptive and behavioral aspects
of the Long Bluff-Greenville settlement, it will address problems
relating to each.
The settlement at the Long Bluff was an important center of socio-
political activity on the eighteenth century frontier and, as such, it
should be amenable to investigation in terms of models constructed
to describe and explain the role of similar types of settlements on
frontiers in general. This report will be organized around "an anthropolo-
gical model of frontier development which should permit an examination
of the settlement's function relative to other components of the colonial
system. In approaching the study of a past settlement in terms of the
larger cultural and historical context in which it existed, it is hoped
that its role in the development of the colonial frontier will not only
















FIGURE 1. Map of Long Bluff State Park, Darlington County, South Carolina.
(Source: Ervin Engineering Co. 1973).
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PHYSIOGRAPHIC SETTING
The area examined in the 1977 investigations lies within the
boundaries of Long Bluff State Park, in Darlington County, South Carolina.
Darlington County is situated on the upper Coastal Plain, a physiographic
region composed of unconsolidated and often deeply weathered sedimentary
deposits stretching from the Piedmont Plateau to the Atlantic Ocean.
The park lies on the outer edge of the Congaree Sand Hills about 12
miles south of the Fall Line that separates the Piedmont from the
Coastal Plain (Petty 1943: 4-7). It is located on a physiographic
feature known as the Long Bluff, a high terrace on the west bank of
the Great Pee Dee River about one half mile east of the town of
Society Hill (Fig. 1).
The Long Bluff is characterized by the presence of well-drained
to somewhat poorly-drained, nearly level soils of the Kalmia-Flint-
Wahee Association (Colburn 1960: 6). Several soil series are present
at the area examined (Fig. 2). The level portions of the terrace
contain areas of Kalmia loamy sand,kalmia sandy loam, and Myatt
sandy loam, bordered to the north by Izagora fine sandy loam and on
the south by Wahee sandy loam. The Izagora and Kalmia soils have
relatively deep surface layers extending to 20 inches, while those
of the Wahee series vary from 5 to 12 inches in depth. All are under-
lain by sandy clay loams and clays (Colburn 1960: 62-63, 68, 77).
The area adjacent to the Pee Dee River contains a band of Flint
fine sandy loam forming the bluff edge and slope and an area of
Wehadkee silt loam extending outward from the foot of the bluff along
the inner edge of the river. The Flint soils are similar in profile
and drainage to those of the Wahee series. The Wehadkee soils, on
the other hand, are shallow and poorly-drained. They are frequently
flooded and water stands near the surface during much of the year
(Colburn 1960: 56-57, 77-78).
These soils were formed in alluvial sediments deposited on the old
sea floor and later elevated. The alluvial strata dip to the southeast
about 20 feet to the mile and are underlain by crystalline rocks at
a depth of 500 to 700 feet (Rice and Taylor 1902a: 293).
The original vegetation on the Flint, Kalmia, and Wahee soils was
cleminated by mongleaf and loblolly pine and white and southern red oak.
Some hardwoods, such as sweetgum, hickory, poplar, and holly were also
present. Izagora and Myatt soils were dominated by hardwood forest.
Red and white oak, blackgum, tupelo gum, and maple were present on the
former and blackgum, sweetgum , tupelo gum, maple, and cypress were
supported on the latter. Loblolly and long leaf pine were present on
both soils. Hardwood forest also predominated on Wehadkee soils,
consisting of blackgum, sweetgum , poplar, red oak, cypress, and maple
(Colburn 1960: 56, 62, 63, 68, 77; Rice and Taylor 1902a: 296-297, 304;
Boyd, Williamson, and Wilson 1874: 9). With the exception of the bottomland
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hardwood forest on Wehadkee soils, the flora of the Long Bluff area
appears to represent the oak-hickory-pine mixed forest characteristic
of much of the South Carolina Piedmont and Coastal Plain prior to
European colonization (KUchler 1964).
Three wildlife habitats are present in the vicinity of the Long
Bluff. The first is mixed forest associated with the bluff top. The
mixed forest habitat supports a variety of fauna including black
bear, white-tail deer, bobcat, eastern grey squirrel, chipmunk,
porcupine, wild turkey, ruffed grouse, and red cockaded woodpecker
(United States Army, Corps QfEngineers1972': :10) "
The riverine wetland habitat is characterized by a great variety
of fauna, many of which presumably inhabit the Pee Dee bottom1ands
below the Long Bluff. Avian populations are extensive and include
various species of owls, hawk, wood duck, coot, woodcock, wild turkey,
and various songbirds. Small mammals including marsh rabbit, squirrel,
oppossum, raccoon, fox, muskrat, mink and otter, and larger mammals
including bobcat, white-tail deer, and black bear are also present
(United States Army, Corps of Engineers 1972: 10)~"
Finally, the freshwater habitat of the Pee Dee River supports a
number of species of fish. These include sma11mouth bass, redeye
bass, striped bass, bluegill bream, channel catfish, white and specked
trout, sunfish, crappie, jackfish and shad (United States Army, Corps
of Engineers 1972: 10; Boyd, Williamson, and Wilson 1874: 9).
The physical environment of the Long Bluff site appears to have
been rich in both floral and faunal resources at the time of.the earliest
permanent European occupation of the upper Pee Dee area. These
resources were capable of supporting not only a population of European
plow agriculturalists but also aboriginal societies practicing a variety
of subsistence strategies including hunting, gathering, fishing, and
horticulture or a combination of these.
At present most of the level portion of the area examined is in
planted pines, some areas of which are open (Fig. 3), while others
contain heavy secondary growth (Fig. 4). An old pecan grove is also
present on the site but lies outside of the present study area.
During the nineteenth century most of the site was under cultivation
(Thomas 1971: 52) and the planted pines date only from the 1950's. The
age of the pecan grove is unknown; however, groves were producing
successfully in Darlington County at least as early as the 1870's
(Boyd, Williamson, and Wilson 1874: 22; Rice and Taylor 1902a: 307). On
the southern edge of the park are several large, inter-connected pits from
which clay subsoil was mined for brick-making from the last quarter of
the nineteenth century until the 1940's. The roadbed for the narrow
gauge railroad that transported mined clay to the brickyard in Society
Hill traverses the park in a north-south direction just above the bluff
slope. The bluff edge and slope are heavily eroded and have grown up in
hardwoods and mixed forest (Fig. 5). The bottomland adjacent to the Pee
Dee River was heavily logged in the early twentieth century and is now
in cutover hardwoods.
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FIGURE 4. Vegetation of Long Bluff State Park--
planted pines with heavy undergrowth.
FIGURE S. Vegetation of Long Bluff State Park--
mixed forest along the bluff edge.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This study will look at the historical development of the Long Bluff-
Greenville settlement on the South Carol:;tna frontier primarily through
the examination of its archeological remains. Archeology may be
defined broadly as that branch of anthropology that deals with the
material remains left behind by man. It seeks to expand knowledge of
human behavior into situations where the latter is not directly
observable. Thus, its chief goal is to understand the relationship
between past behavior and the material remains left behind. Archeology
has a unique ability to study behavior in that its subject matter can
extend far into the past, allowing the study of both long-and short-
term processes of cultural change.
The archeologist's ability to relate past behavior to material
remains is based on the following set of 'fjasic assumptions, which are
implicit in this report.
1. Culture may be viewed as those learned patterns of human
behavior by which man adapts to his physical and social environment.
Rather than a sum of traits, culture is a series of interacting components
which are continually acting and reacting to one another, resulting in
constant variation and change.
2. This interaction implies the existence of a system within which
certain cultural mechanisms operate to regulate change or to maintain
behavior within certain limits or boundaries. In order to deal with
a phenomenon as complex as human culture it is necessary to adopt an
approach that stresses th~ interrelationship of all variables in the
system rather than between isolated characteristics of man and his
environment (see Geertz 1963: 9-10; Buckley 1967: 41).
3. Just as human behavior may be seen as part of an interrelated
system, separate activities not involving all parts of the system or
all members of the society may be defined as·subsystems. The number
of subsystems increases with the level of complexity of the cultural
system and, concomitantly, with the degree of specialization within
it (Binford 1965: 205).
4. Because behavior is not random, it is possible to observe
patterns in human activities. A recognizable structure may be seen to
appear in the systemic organization of technology, economics, religion,
social organization, and other specialized activities. Changes in these
patterns may be traced through time and variation in systemic structure
viewed as a historical phenomenon.
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5. Of crucial importance is the final assumption that the archeological
record will exhibit particular patterns reflecting those in the cultural
system which produced them (Longacre 1971: 131) and will reflect temporal
changes occurring in those patterns and the system. In order to understand
more clearly the relationship between a living behavioral system and
the material record it leaves behind, recent studies have investigated
those processes governing the transfer of artifacts from the former state
to the latter (Schiffer 1972~ 1977).
It is also presumed that a comparative study of systemic cultural
change will lead to the recognition of regularities which, in turn, may
be formulated into processes of human behavior (Steward 1949: 2-3; Binford
1968a: 8). A number of such processes have been ~roposed by anthropo-
logists including the process to be examined in this report. It concerns
the adaptation of complex cultures to the dramatic environmental and
social obstacles encountered in frontier colonization. A model, hereafter
called the frontier model, describing these changes will serve as a
framework within which to analyze the archeological materials from the
Long Bluff settlement. This analysis will examine both documentary and
archeological data relating to past settlement of the Long Bluff site.
Its results should not only demonstrate the ability of archeological
methodology to provide answers to questions regarding past behavior but,
moreover, to increase our knowledge of the cultural-historical development
of this important settlement on the South Carolina frontier.
In this report the term "frontier" is defined spatially as a zone
separating the settled and uninhabited portions of a territory which lie
within or under the effective control of a state. Culturally and politi.,.,
cally it is a zone of transition stretching from the edge of the state
core to the limits of its expansion (Kristof 1959: 274; Weigert, et al.
1957: 115). Given the evolutionary and expansive nature of a frontier,
it serves to incorporate newly-occupied territory into the social, economic,
and political systems of the state and forms a moving fringe where the
attenuation of ties with the state core requires a temporary breakdown
of complex institutions until the frontier becomes, in effect, an integral
part of the state. Prescott (1965: 35) has drawn the useful distinction
between "primary" and "secondary" frontiers, with the former representing
the de facto limit of the state's authority and the latter designating
those areas originally passed over during initial expansion and settled
only later when such less suitable land becomes desirable due to
population pressure. The eighteenth century South Carolina frontier
examined in this report is clearly a primary frontier.
TheF'1'ontierModeZ
The frontier model is concerned with cultural change among intrusive
cultures faced .. with adaptat:i..9ptofrontier situations. It is based
on ethnographicartp.h.istori~al·studies from which a number of generalized
characteristics have been drawn. These characteristics may serve as
a set of hypotheses around whi~h new data may be organized and analyzed.
As the scope of the frontier model is limited almost exclusively to those
changes within the intrusive culture, it excludes certain other changes
that precipitate colonization or those that are the ultimate outcome of it.
-8-
Although the frontier model itself is recent, it is largely the
result of a synthesis of ideas which have arisen out of the study of
colonization. The seemingly conunon patterns of behavior associated with
the acculturation of intrusive societies have occupied the minds of many
scholars in various fields over the past three-quarters of a century
(Turner 1893; Dawson 1934; Leyburn 1935; Webb 1952; Hallowell 1959;
Kristof 1959; Allen 1959; Prescott 1965; Mikesell 1968; Wyman and Kroeber
1957; Casagrande, Thompson and Young 1964; Thompson 1970, 1973; Wells
1973). The frontier model incorporates the thoughts of most of these
individuals but is primarily a synthesis of work of the last three.
Several notions underlie the frontier model. First, it is apparent
that complexly organized intrusive societies react or adapt in a
patterned way to the conditions imposed by a frontier situation.
This is not to say that the colonial culture is a product of the
settlers' exposure to a wilderness environment in a Turnerian sense
(see Turner 1893: 201), but rather that it is the result of changes
in the effective environment of the culture as it existed in the homeland.*
Second, this adaptation to the frontier is characterized by an organizational
simplification on the part of the intrusive sociocultural system. Finally,
because of its existence within a colonial context, the frontier society
must, of necessity, remain an integral part of the culture from which
it sprang.
In order for frontier colonization to take place several conditions
must be met. First an intrusive society must physically occupy an area
on the periphery of or apart from its previously occupied territory.
Its level of sociocultural integration must at least be that of a
stratified society or state (Fried 1967: 186-190). Normally urban-
state level societies have played the role of catalyst in the expansion
and development of subsidiary conununities through long-range trade and
colonization (Sanders and·Price 1968: 198). Second, if an indigenous
people are present their level of sociocultural integration must be
lower than that of the intrusive culture so that prolonged resistance
to colonization will not be appreciable. Third, the effective environment
of the "area of colonization" (Casagrande, et al. 1964: 311), that
geographically defined zone of actual or potential occupancy, must be
amenable to exploitation by the intrusive culture. Fourth, conditions
*The term "effective environment" refers to those aspects of the total
environment, social as well as physical, that articulate closely with the
particular sociocultural system under study (Binford 1968b: 323). Because
the planning, organization, and execution of a colonial venture generally
presupposes a very complex level of sociocultural integration, it may be
assumed that the effective environment of an intrusive colonial society is
more dependent upon,and hence more likely to vary in relation to, changes in
variables which regulate its relationship to the larger socio-economic
system of which it remains a part, rather than to specific aspects of the
"wilderness" environment. Thus, a wide range of physical environments with
only broad limitations may be amenable to settlement, as witnessed by the
diverse areas subjected to British colonization in the eighteenth century
alone.
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there must not preclude access to nearly all parts of the area. The
last p~int is of particular significance in that the maintenance
of trade and communication links within the area of colonization are
crucial to the survival of a colony.
As a colony, especially a successful one, is constantly expanding,
the dynamic aspects of the frontier are particularly important in analYZing
the process of colonization. Six characteristics associated with
frontier change form the primary distinguishing traits of the frontier
model. First, prolonged contact must be maintained between the
intrusive society and the potential area of colonization. Second,
as a result of its relative isolation and the attenuation of trade
and communication linkages with the homeland, the intrusive culture
exhibits a sudden loss in complexity. Third, the settlement pattern in
the colony will become more geographically dispersed than that of the
homeland, or "metropolitan area," unless particular conditions temporarily
impede it.
The fourth characteristic is that, despite the dispersion of
settlement within the area of the colonization, there will be focal
points, called the "frontier towns," each of which serves as a center
of social, political, economic and religious activities within the
colony and':as a terminus of the transportation network linking the colony
to the homeland or to older, more developed parts of the colony.
Frontier towns are connected to entrepots through which they maintain
their primary link with the national culture (€asagrande, et al. 1964:
312). The frontier town likewise serves as the center of communications
network within the colony.
The paramount role of the frontier town may be seen to reflect the
relationship between population density and the function of a community
with regard to the area it serves. Normally within a settled area a
hierarchy of community types is present (1. e. hamlets, villages, towns,
cities) each of which performs certain functions. As the density of
population drops, an upward shift of these functions occurs so that
services normally performed by a community at a lower level in the
hierarchy must be performed at a higher one. As the population density
increases, the opposite effect occurs (~erry 1967: 33-34). In the
case of a frontier area, the population is initially too dispersed
to support a hierarchy of settlements and their functions are assumed
by a single one, the frontier town. With an increase in population
density, usually coupled with an improvement in the communications
network, it is possible to establish an integrated hierarchy 6f
communities, resulting in an alteration in the roles of the existing
frontier towns.
The interdependence of the interior settlements and the frontier
town reflects the essentially dual nature of a£rontier colony. It
is on the one hand an extension of the metropolitan area, established
for the purpose of increasing the economic resources of the latter and
as an outlet for its manufactured products. The colony is of necessity
linked to the homeland by primarily commercial ties. On the other hand,
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in order to support pioneer settlement ~ colony must maintain an
agricultural subsistence ba~e suf~ieient tothfs end. In a sense, a
frontier colony entails an amalgamation of the characteristics of two
types of societies, the agrarian and commercial (Fox 1971: 34). In
terms of economic relationships, the former is characterized by local
exchange and redistribution of goods while the latter involves the shipping
and receiving of goods in bulk to and from relatively distant points of
large-scale production or wholesale distribution. Agrarian societies
tend to maintain an areal geographical orientation ~hile commercial
societies are organized in terms of linear relationships* (Fox 1971: 35-37).
The expansive nature of a colony links its survival and success to
its linear organization; however, areal relationships are also
significant because the settlement pattern of the colony is constantly
tending toward greater density in order to more closely approximate
that of the metropolitan area. In subsequent discussion, both the areal
and linear aspects of colonization will be discernible in that it is
impossible to treat settlement aspects of the frontier apart
from its economic role as part of a larger system.
The fifth characteristic of the frontier process is that as the
colony moves through time it also travels through space, expanding
with the influx of new settlers. As the colony expands outward the
structural and organizational pattern tends to replicate itself so that
new frontier towns are formed as the centers of new areas of settlement.
As this process occurs older areas of settlement change as population
density increases, cities form, and the areas become more completely
integrated at the national level within the sociocultural system of
the homeland (Steward 1955: 48-49). As settlements change roles they
may be said to be passing through a "colonization gradient" (Casagrande,
et al. 1964: 311) in which smaller settlements grow and take on larger
roles within the colony through time. Of course, some settlements are
by-passed as lines of communication shift and often decline,becoming "ghost
towns." The continued expansion of the colony signals the sixth and
last characteristic of the model, that of its success. Success
generally is measured by the colonists' tendency to remain within the area
of colonization.
The colonization gradient as a spatial entity may be observed in
the spatial distribution of settlements through time within an area
of colonization. The process of settlement pattern change accompanying
the socio-economic integration of a frontier area has been explored
*The areal concept refers to the sorting out of sociocultural phenomena
based upon similarity within a definable area. It is reflected in the
"regional study" which seeks to examine the mutual interdependence of a
variety of elements within a specific segment of earth space (James 1972:
462). Because an agrarian society chiefly involves the relationship of the
farming communities to the lands they occupy,it lends itself to examination
in an areal sense. In contrast, the linear concept stresses the significance
of distance to the nature of the relationship between sociocultural phenomena.
Hence, linear relationships are extremely important in any discussion of a
society in which transportation and communication variables are of
paramount significance.
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by Hudson (1969) who has constructed a model defining three developmental
stages covering the period from earliest settlement to the close of
the frontier period. The model is based mainly upon analogies drawn
from ecological-spatial distribution theory and postulates that three
stages of development characterize the morphology of rural settlement
during times of rapid expansion. The first stage is one of colonization
in which the new area is first occupied by the intrusive population.
Population density at this time is low and the settlement pattern random.
The second stage is one of spread in which settlement density increases
as the result of population growth. Because settlement now tends to
spread out from early population centers, its distribution assumes a
clustered pattern. Finally, with increased population expansion the
vacant exploitable land is occupied and a readjustment in the pattern
of growth is necessary in order to achieve a state of equilibrium with
settlements of optimum size. The process marks a stage of competition
between settlements over the finite resources of the area of colonization.
Settlements occupying disadvantageous positions are likely to decline
or be abandoned at this time. With regard to population distribution,
the result of competition is an even spacing of settlements.
In the following chapter 'the development of the Long Bluff
settlement will be examined in light of the frontier model. By
defining the settlement's role in relation to British colonization
in the Carolinas it should be possible to hypothesize the type of
settlement it represents within the frontier system. As a particular
component of this system it is likely to have functioned in a predictable
manner relative to the other components. Activities associated with
its function are likely to have produced a material by-product that
may be discernible in the archeological record. The task of identifying
the settlement's function on the basis of archeological evidence will
serve as the focus for the archeological research at the Long Bluff
State Park.
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THE SETTLEMENT OF THE PEE DEE FRONTIER
IN EIGHTEENTH CENTURY SOUTH CAROLINA
Introduction
The European occupation of the Long Bluff is intimately tied to
the development of the upper Pee Dee River region as an area of colonization.
In the frontier model it is postulated that migration frontiers such
as that which existed on the Upper Coastal Plain of South Carolina in
the eighteenth century evolve according to a similar pattern. An
important aspect of this evolutionary process is the differential
appearance of specific settlement types in time and space t s~ttlements
whose form and function vary according to their positions within the
trade and communications system of the area of colonization. As a
settlement component on the frontier t Long Bluff is expected to have
fulfilled the role of at least one of the settlement types described
in the model. In order to ascertain the function of the Long Bluff
settlement it is necessary to examine its development in the historical
milieu of the Pee Dee frontier. An analysis of documentary information
relating to the settlement should reveal information that will permit
us to postulate both its identity and function. Conclusions derived
from this information may then be examined in light of the archeological
data recovered from the site of the past settlement. The archeological
analysis should provide not only a means of scrutinizing the results
of the documentary study, but also a means of amplifying and expanding
them through the use of a separate data base.
The Background of British CoZonization
The movement of European settlement into the upper Pee Dee country
may be seen as an integral part of the larger expansion of the European
"world economy" during the eighteenth century. Wallerstein (1974: 7)
has suggested this term to characterize the system within which the
European nations of the post-medieval period participated because of
the particular nature of its organization. In this system individual
nation-states were tied together by a web of mutual interdependence.
The self-contained development of the world economy likens it to an
empire, but its capitalistic economic mode, based on the fact that the
economic factors operated within an arena larger than any political
entity could completely control, prevented domination by a single nation.
This situation gave capitalist entreprenuers a structurally-based freedom
of manuever and allowed a continual expansion of the world economy
(Wallerstein 1974: 348). The role of commercial forces in the initiation
of British colonization in Scotland, Ireland, and America is well-known.
The flexibility of privately-organized, economically-oriented ventures
proved the key to the successful establishment of many early sustained
British colonial settlements (MacLeod 1928; Cheyney 1961; Rowse 1957).
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Of particular significance to q discussion of British colonial North
America is the nature of the relationship between an expanding world
system and those areas outsi.de its boundaries. Because of the system's
economic orientation this relationship is largely one of exchange. This
exchange is of two types: (a) that involving trade with external areas
dominated by other world systems and (b) that with areas inside the
system's own periphery. The latter consists of
that geographical area ••• wherein production IS. primarily'
of low-ranking goods (that is, goods whose labor is less-well
rewarded) but which is an integral part of the overall system
of the division of labor, because the commodities involved are
essential for daily use (Wallerstein 1974: 302).
Exchange between the periphery and the "core" states at the center of the
system tends to have a "vertical specialization"involving the movement
of raw materials from the former to the latter and the movement of
manufactured goods and services in the opposite direction (Gould 1972:
235-236). Such was the case in much of colonial North America, especially
in the agricultural South (Sellers 1934: 302).
Due to the fact that the world economy of the eighteenth century
was expanding, it was inevitable that its geQgra1;'hi;cal structu!l{e would
not remain indefinitely intact. A proces>s. integral with colonial expansion
is the formation of "semi-peripheral" areas that function as collection
points of vital skills and serve to deflect political pressures aimed
at the core states from the frontiers of the periphery. Because they
are still located outside of the political arena of the core states,
however, semi-peripheral areas are prevented from entering into political
coalitions in the same manner as the states (Wallerstein 1974: 350) and
thus remain dependent upon them. In the last half of the eighteenth
century the British North American colonies were approaching semi-
peripheral status, at least in certain coastal areas, and localized
political and economic centers exerted influence into the interior as
the foci of regional pre-industrial urban systems (Earle and Hoffman
1976: 67).
In the early years of the eighteenth century settlement in the British
colony of South Carolina was primarily confined to the coast (Fig. 6).
Charleston had arisen as the major southern port town, providing a
direct link to the metropolitan area of Great Britain as well as to
other British colonial ports in the New World. Its location at the
mouth of the Cooper River greatly facilitated the emergence of a
plantation economy on the lower Coastal Plain and it served as a
collecting point for colonial export commodities and a redistribution
center for imported commercial goods and plantation slaves (Sellers
1934: 5). In addition to supplying its own inland settlements,
Charleston developed as a re-export center for the West Indies (Earle
and Hoffman 1976: 17). Not only was Charleston the focus of the coastal
plantation economy but it also served as the terminus of the British
Indian trade in the Southeast (Crane 1956: 108). As the eighteenth
century progressed the South Carolina colony expanded following its
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period of initial confinement caused by the threat of nearby Spanish
colonies. The proprietary government was replaced by a royal
administration in 1719, integrating the colony more closely within
the rapidly expanding and increasingly centralized politico-economic
system of Great Britain (John 1962: 371-372).
The inland expansion of the colony was given official sanction
and encouragement by the township act of 1730 which projected a series
of frontier settlements, to be occupied by small farmers, stretching from
the North Carolina border to the Savannah River (Fig. 6). Each was laid
out along one of the major rivers linking this frontier region with the
coast. Settlements in these locations were intended not only to
strengthen Britain's control of the interior and increase the production
of raw export materials, but also to counterbalance the rising slave population
of the coastal plantations (Brown 1963: 2; Petty 1943: 34-35).
Queensborough and the WeZsh Tract
Queensborough Township was laid out in Craven County along the lower
course of the Great Pee Dee River in 1733 (Fig. 6). Settlement of
Queensborough lands was first attempted in 1734 but failed to attract
the number and type of colonists desired (Gregg 1965: 45). The wide
swamps of the lower Pee Dee impeded settlement by small settlers and much
of the land was eventually apportioned into large plantations that could
more effectively exploit the riverine environment (Meriwether 1940: 90).
Although Queensborough Township failed to attract colonists, settlement
on the Pee Dee River did take place further inland following the granting
of 173,840 acres on both sides of the river to a group of Welsh Baptists
from Pennsylvania in 1736. The Welsh Tract (Fig. 7) was extended 100 miles
upstream the following year, to a point well to the north of the present
border between North and South Carolina (Gregg 1965: 49). Between 1737
and 1746 a large amount of the Welsh tract in South Carolina was taken
up, with much of the actual settlement occurring along the river from its
confluence with Crooked Creek above the Welsh Neck in present-day
Marlboro County downstream into present-day Marion County (Petty 1943: 39-40).
Most of the early settlement in the Welsh Tract took place adjacent
to the Pee Dee River where the land was more fertile than on the adjacent
higher terraces and the river offered convenient, if limited, water trans-
portation. The forage in the bottomlands and nearby swamps also afforded
good grazing for stock (Meriwether 1940: 92). The presence of fertile
soils and adequate access to water over much of the upper Coastal Plain
and Piedmont permitted potential agricultural settlement throughout this
area. Settlement here, however, was not evenly distributed. Instead,
it appears to have been clustered along major transportation routes into
the interior (see .Ernst and Merrens 1973: 558). In an area of colonization
a critical factor in settlement distribution is access to the trade and
communications network and the proximity of South Carolina frontier settlements
to a pre-existing network reflects the significance of this variable in the
colonization of this area.
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FIGURE 6. South Carolina settlement in the early 18th
century. showing the counties of 1680 and the townships
of 1730.
FIGURE 7. Queensborough township and the Welsh tract.
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The early road network in South Carolina, upon which later frontier
settlement was dependent, may be seen as a reflection of the initial
requirements of transportation and the geographical knowledge possessed
by the Englishmen who established it (see Heinig 1962: 395). Rees
(1975: 334) has suggested that the emphasis on external trade tends to
focus the colonial transportation network around a central port linking
the colony to the metropolitan area. This network usually follows the
most direct routes, superceding earlier, less efficient road systems.
In South Carolina the initial thrust of inland movement was associated
with the deerskin trade, which had penetrated as far west as the Mississippi
by the early eighteenth century (Phillips 1961/1: 429). One result
of this long distance commerce, which required an intimate knowledge of
the geography of southeastern North America, was the establishment of
trade routes stretching far into the interior from the port of Charleston.
These trade roads formed the network upon which the earliest frontier
settlement took place and along which supplies and produce flowed between
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An adequate road network in the upper :pee Dee River area appears
to have existed at the time of its settlement. As early as 1747 acts
were passed by the provincial assembly relating to the repair and
construction of roads in the Welsh Tract. By 1768 a ferry had been
established at the Welsh Neck connecting road networks on both sides
of the Pee Dee and linking the Welsh Neck settlements with the main
route to Georgetown on the coast and the port of Charleston (Fig. 8).
The Pee Dee River, although navigable as far as the Fall Line, still
contained serious obstructions to water traffic and was not completely
cleared until the close of the eighteenth century (Gregg 1965: 113-114;
Drayton 1972: 31). During the colonial period most commodities flowing
into and out of the Welsh Tract passed overland, although salt and some
other heavy goods were shipped upriver by boat (Meriwether 1940: 94).
The earliest subsistence strategy employed by colonists on the
upper Pee Dee was stock raising. Large numbers of cattle were grazed
on open pasture.and periodically collected in large enclosures called
cowpens. From here they were driven to markets in Charleston and
Philadelphia, and occassionally as far as New York. This frontier of
the transient stockdriver directly preceded the settlement frontier of
the small farmer and the open landscape created by the former facilitated
the expansion of cultivation in this area (Gregg 1965: 109-110; Logan
1960: 151-152).
Agriculture constituted the dominant subsistence strategy on the upper
Pee Dee during the remainder of the frontier period. Among the early crops
cultivated in the Welsh Tract werewheat~ corn, tobacco, flax, and hemp.
Of these, wheat soon became the leading cash crop and the staple of frontier
agriculture in South Carolina. Grist mills were set up during the early
period of settlement and by 1744 Pee Dee flour was being commercially
exported to market in Charleston (Meriwether 1940: 93). The cultivation
of indigo was later introduced and, encouraged by parliamentary legislation,
became a successful crop. until the end of the colonial period (Gregg
1965: 112; Petty 1943: 40).
In the discussion of the frontier model it was noted that the
settlement pattern within the area of colonization is characterized by
dispersal. It is also true, however, that a great deal of variation exists
in the nature of and the degree to which this dispersion takes place as
well as in the types of settlements inVOlved. Earle and Hoffman (1976:
(1976: 11, 671M,'ve. recentlY'P~ol?osed that the abe and spa,t$alpa,tte;rmins o;!i
hinterland settlements in an area of colonization are related to the .
type of staple crop produced there. Each staple, because of the
particular nature of its bulk, weight, and perishability, necessitates
distinctive commodity flows and processing demands that differentially
encourage the development of various urban functions within the area of
colonization. These functions include staple packaging, associated
industrial procedures, transportation services" and the prOVisioning and
repair activities related to freight shipment. When expansionary markets
result in increased staple flows and where the commodity is bulky, Weighty,
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and perishable enough to require forward linkages* in the transport,
manufacturing, and service sectors, elaborate settlement systems emerge
(Earle and Hoffman 1976: 11, 62),
Because wheat is preishable, high in bulk, and can be grown in a
wide range of ecological zones, its production requires a relatively complex
system of transport involving storage facilities~in-transitprocessing
and packaging industries, and shipping services. The presence of such
an extensive transportation system on the South Carolina frontier required
the existence of numerous settlements there to carry out these related
activities (Earle and Hoffman 1976: 67). Because of the largely dendritic
structure of the overland trade and communications network, settlements
were arranged in linear systems focused on the entrepot of Charleston.
Just as Charleston dominated the entire colony, the frontier town
of Camden on the Wateree River (Fig. 8) developed as an economic center
for a large portion of the backcountry. Camden served as an inland
collection point for wheat, tobacco, indigo, and corn from the farms of
the frontier. By the 1760's it had become the principal break-in-
movement point for wheat and contained mills for processing this
product into flour for shipment to Charleston. In this role it surpassed
other frontier settlements such as Saluda, Ninety-Six, Orangeburg,
St. Johns-Granby, and Cheraw (Schulz 1972: 23, 1976: 93; Mills 1972: 589).
Much of Camden's early economic activity was associated with the business
of its major commercial firm, Joseph Kershaw and Company, and the spatial
distribution of the firm's mercantile activities reveals the general form
of the trade and communications network centered upon this settlement
(Fig. 9). Kershaw and Company operated two subsidiary stores to their
main facility in Camden at the heads of navigation of the Congaree and
Pee Dee Rivers (Sellers 1934: 89; Ernst and Merrens1973: 562-563).
Cheraw, or Chatham, was the site of Kershaw's Pee Dee store. This
settlement was situated just north of the Welsh Neck on the west side
of the river at the Fall Line. Unlike Camden, it did not develop as a
regional political center and was much smaller in size (Gregg 1965: 464;
Drayton 1972: 212). Cheraw served. chiefly as a collection andtransporation
point for wheat and tobacco (Merrens 1977: 247) and only at the close
of the frontier period did it develop into a diversified regional center
(Mills 1972: 498).
Apartftom Cheraw there appear to have been no nucleated settlements
on the upper Pee Dee. Like most of the backcountry it was characterized
by dispersed settlement along roads and watercourses that served as routes
of trade and communication (Brown 1963: 18). The growth of popuiation
*The term "forward linkages" as used here follows Earle and Hoffman's
definition and refers to those impacts on economic activity created by the
movement of staple exports from production sites to consumption sites outside
the area of colonization. Conversely, the term "backward linkages" refers
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FIGURE 9. The economic regions of Camden and Cross Creek on the Carolina frontier in the third quarter
of the eighteenth century.
in the Welsh Tract, spurred by the immigration of Scottish rebels
following their defeat at Culloden and an influx of frontier settlers
from Pennsylvania and Virginia during the French and Indian War,
resulted in the e~pansion of settlement, especially on the west side
of the Pee Dee River (Earle and Hoffman 1976: 55; Gregg 1965: 89, 92).
The Long Bluff Settlement and the Che'l'aws DistriatC61J:r>t
One of the earliest occupations of the west side of the river took
place at the Long Bluff, a high terrace across from the Welsh Neck
(Fig. 7). The Long Bluff afforded a settlement site close to the ri~er
and was traversed by the road leading from Georgetown to Cheraw.
Its proximity to routes of trade and communication permitted it to
serve as a minor trading point on the Pee Dee frontier (Gregg
1965: 112, 118); however, its failure to establish a direct linkage
with a major inland break~in~ovement center such as Camden precluded
it~ development as a regional commercial center. This role had in
fact already been assumed by Cheraw. The first grants of land in the
vicinity of the Long Bluff were made in 1748 and in the next few years
the population of the area increased as many residents of the low,
swampy lands of the Welsh Neck fled the disease that was becoming
increasingly more prevalent in areas adjacent to the river (Gregg
1965: 118).
The outbreak of diseas~, particularly malaria, in river bottom1ands
that had previously been considered healthy was not an uncommon occurrence
in the colonial South. Erosion of poorly managed agricultural lands
and the consequent sedimentation of rivers and streams followed the
expansion of agriculture, resulting in the increased swamping and
flooding of bottom1ands and an enlargement of the habitat of certain
disease-bearing organisms (Trimble 1972: 455). The unhealthiness of
many early river settlements in South Carolina following their initial
occupation resulted in their subsequent removal to higher ground.
~Qn$ these settlements were Cheraw on the Pee Dee (Gregg 1965: 465)
and Camden on the Wateree (Schulz 1972: 56).
By the 1760's the population of the South Carolina backcountry had
increased substantially; however, governmental institutions had failed
to expand so as to politically integrate the frontier with the rest of
the province. As a result of the virtual absense of central authority
of the frontier, criminal activity became widespread among the settlements
there. In response to this threat vigilante groups known collectively
as Regulators were formed. One center of strong Regulator activity
was the upper Pee Dee area (Brown 1963: 40).
A goal of the Regulator movement in South Carolina and a direct
outcome of it was the creation of a system of circuit courts. The
Circuit Court Act of 1769 divided the Province of South Carolina into
seven districts and established courts of common pleas and general
sessions in each (Snowden 1920: 290). The upper Pee Dee area fell
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within the Cheraws District (Fig. 10). This district was identical to
the Parish of St. David, an ecclesiastical unit created _in 1768 with
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FIGURE 10. South Carolina circuit court districts of 1769.
At the time of the passage of the Circuit Court Act, Cheraw as the
social. economic. and religious center on the upper Pee Dee and its
principal link to the entrepot of Charleston. was the first choice
as the site of the Cheraws District courthouse and jail. \~en funds
were appropriated for their construction a year later. however. the
residents of the Long Bluff area protested to the provincial assembly
that Cheraw was situated too close to North Carolina to be central to
all parts of the district and that the placement of the court there
would only encourage trade with the interior of North Carolina.
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Arguments in favor of the Long B1u:l;:f; site, stressing its more central
location, convinced the Assembly which directed that the courthouse
and j ail be constructed at Long Bluff (Gregg 1965: 186.,..187, 191).
The separation of the political center of the Gheraws District
from the regional center of trade and communications at first appears
economically dysfunctional. Unlike the other district courts that were
placed at regional centers such as Camden, Georgetown, Orangeburg, and
Beaufort, the Cheraws court was situated in a relatively isolated
setting that would require the construction of all service facilities
(inns, taverns, stables, etc.) necessary for maintaining a public activity
such as a court, to be newly-constructed at the site. Conversely,
the flow of traffic attracted to the Long Bluff court to conduct business
would by,...pass'the'est\!.bl4:shed settlementntlt Cheraw and therepy reduce~the
level of connnercial activity carried out there. The adverse effect on
Cheraw was discernible almostinnnediately. Only two years after the
completion of the courthouse, in 1772, Kershaw and Company closed its
Cheraw store, removing a major component in the network linking the upper
Pee Dee to Camden (SCG!August 1774). Clearly the action of the Assembly
in siting the Cheraws District Court does not appear to have been intended
to facilitate the maintenance of the trade and connnunications network
in this region.
The placement of the court at the Long Bluff however, may have been
done for other economic reasons. If the position of Cheraw is seen in
relation to the Carolina frontier as a whole it may be observed that this
settlement lay almost mid-way between Cross Creek, North Carolina and
Camden, South Carolina (Fig. 9). Both of these settlements were inland
centers for the collection and processing of frontier wheat destined
respectively for the entrepots of Wilmington and Charleston (Ernst and
Merrens 1973: 567), and each represented the frontier component of a
separate, and potentially competitive, economic system. Prior to the
establishment of Cross Creek in the 1760's much of the produce of the
North Carolina frontier had been shipped to Charleston (Merrens 1964:
165) and maps showing the geographical distribution of Kershaw's Camden
store reveal a substantial trade in this region (Schulz 1976: 94). With
the development of the economic network focused on Cross Creek competition
intensified for the trade of the backcountry in those areas along the
boundary of the two systems. The effect of this competition was most pro-
nounced in those settlements whose trading regions were most likely to
be threatened by encroachment of the other system. Cheraw was such a
settlement. The presence in Cheraw of Camden connnercial interests attempting
to expand their economic hold on the North Carolina frontier seems to justify
the claim made by proponents of the Long Bluff court that any increased
business at Cheraw would benefit neighboring portions of North Carolina.
If this was the case, then it is possible to argue that placement of the
district court at Long Bluff rather than Cheraw may have been intended
to reorient the Camden trading network in response to the expansion of
the rival economic system and perhaps also to eliminate a portion of the
Welsh Tract settlements' competition at the marketplace.
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The erection of the courthouse and jail at the Long Bluff in the
spring of 177 was apparently not accompanied by the immediate growth
of a substantial settlement there. The isolated situation of the Cheraws
courthouse is illustrated in the Cook map of 1773, as well as later detailed
maps of the area by Mouzon (1775) and Faden (1780). Although to.wn lots
were set aside on the Long Bluff (McIver, Extract of Will, July 27, 1786/
TLD/No. 344) and an act was passed establishing a fair and market there
(Cooper 1838/IV/1253: 649-651), a nucleated settlement did not develop.
In addition to the courthouse and jail, the only other public building
mentioned is a store in 1777 (PD, May 31, 1777). Dwelling houses are
reported in the vicinity of the Long Bluff but it is difficult to correlate
these with individual landholdings. In 1777 the St. David's Society,
organized by area planters for the purpose of establishing public schools,
built an academy about a half mile from the Long Bluff (Gregg 1965: 283).
Throughout the eighteenth century the Long Blu.ff settlement seems to have
been characterized by a small and presumably scattered occupation. The
judicial functions associated with the courthouse and jail comprised the
only regional activities carried out there.
The American Revolution on the Upper Pee Dee
The American Revolution affected the upper Pee Dee area only peripherally
during the early years of the war. Hostilities in the backcountry were
confined to the activities of partisan groups and the Cheraws court
continued to meet through 1778, uninterrupted by the war (Gregg 1965:
432). The intensification of partisan military activity, especially following
the British occupation of South Carolina in 1780,not only disrupted normal
political and economic activity in the Pee Dee area but also politically
polarized much of the population and fostered an increasingly bloody guerrilla
war that continued until the end of the American Revolution.
Although the South Carolina backcountry had been the scene of sporadic
partisan violence throughout the American Revolution, large-scale,
continuous military activity did not become commonplace until after the
British invasion and occupation of 1780. Shy (1973) has contended that
the intensification of conflict here, as in revolutionary wars in general,
was in large part an adverse effect of British pacification efforts which
had been intended to secure the loyal civilian population through military
means. Pacification was not achieved in the South because of the inability
of the British Army to protect the entire population and their reliance
on inadequate loyal militia forces, a distrusting attitude on the part
of the military to treat all civilians as potential rebels, and the inability
of the army to eliminate all irregular rebel forces. The presence of
these irregulars made it impossible to maintain physical security over
the province because it permitted the rebels a freedom of movement that
allowed them to achieve local superiority over any particular body of
loyalist forces -- as occurred at King's Mountain in the fall of 1780
(Shy 1973: 141-142; Chorley 1973: 246). Politically the war resulted in
the polarization of the colonial population, the majority of which had
previously been neutral. The attempt by the British to impose civil
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authority through military force, coupled with the efforts of the rebel
militia to maintain order in areas not under army control, made neutrality
impossible for persons living in contact with either side, forcing them
to declare at least nominal loyalty to one side and face the hostility
of the other. With the failure of pacification in the South the
primary goal of British policy became the destruction of the rebel army
through conventional military tactics., The sharp political divisions
left in. the wake of pacification, however, had intensified the earlier
partisan struggle which contributed significantly to the defeat of British
and loyalist forces in South Carolina in 1781.
Following the capture of Charleston in May 1780 the British army
carried out several operations on the upper Pee Dee. Later that month
a S1l1all force under Maj or James wemy's of tne 63rd Regiment marched
upriver from Georgetown to Cheraw in a show of force intended to re-
establish royal authority. Property belonging to rebels was destroyed
at the Long Bluff, where tne .:lail had previously been utilized to
house loyalist prisoners, and one captured rebel was nanged there
(Gregg 1965: 303-304).
A more permanent occupatiaR force appeared in June when elements
of the 71st Highland Regiment under Major McArthur established a
garrison at Cheraw. Shortly afte:r its arrival a detachment of McArthur's
force was temporarily stationed ,at the Long Bluff while conducting operations
in the vicinity (Gregg.1965:309).Th? Cheraw garrison gO'fllled an.element
in th? inf~astructg~en~ftl1.?g.?fense-in-depth(Fig.. 11) etnPloyedby the
i:ritJt:silt,Army',t:osecur? the, south~,rn colonies of South Carolina,oand ,
Georgia (See App~@.db: A). ,':rl1.e pe~n~ntgarrison there, together with
available mobile for~es, was capable of dealing with the low-intensity
threat posed by local rebel guerrillas and could serve as a supply
base for British or loyalist units operating on the upper Pee Dee.
In a~dition, Cheraw's position midway between Cross Creek and Camden
served as a vital communications link between loyalists in North Carolina
and the British Army to the south (Tarleton 1967: 87). The British
military presence on the upper Pee Dee was short-lived, however, for
with the approach of a large American force in July 1780 the Cheraw
garrison was ordered back to Camden (Tarleton 1967: 92).
Following the American defeat at Camden. in August the war in South
Carolina returned to partisan operations for nearly another year.
During this time the Long Bluff jail was occupied by rebel militia and
fortified with a palisade (Gregg 1965: 371). The successful invasion
of South Carolina by General Nathanael Greene's American army in the
spring of 1781 forced the British to abandon their bases in the back-
country and their retreat brought an end to the partisan war. The
removal of the British presence marked the close of the Revolutionary
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FIGURE 11. The British defense-tn-depth in South Carolina. 1780-1781.
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Following the restera,tion of peace in 1783, the Long Bluf;E
settlement assumed its fe:rrnerro1e as a. political center and district
court was held there beginning tha.t year (Gregg 1965: 416). About
this time the settlement's name was changed to Greenville in honor
of the American general of the late war ('Works Progress Administration
1953: 100). Two years later a county Court Act was passed by the State
of South CaroU.na which divided the seven circuit court districts of
1769 into 34 counties and established county courts with limited
jurisdiction in each. Cheraws District was thus broken down into
Darlington, Madboro, and Ches.tedie1deCduIlties (Fig, 12), The'
District court remained at Greenville despite an Act of Assembly
that directed its removal to Cheraw in 1791 (Gregg 1965: 454).
In 1799 the district circuit courts and county courts were abolished.
In their place a new district court system based on the old county
units was established (Fig. 13), At the same time the state was divided
into four equity court circuits and Greenville was designated as
the equity court for the Northern Circuit which consisted of Darlington,
Marlboro, and Chesterfield Districts (McCord l840!VII!1718: 291.).
In this reduced role the court at Greenville continued to function until
1824 when the equity court was moved to Darlington, the site of the
Darlington District Court (McCord 1840/VIr/2331: 326-327).
There is little descriptive documentary evidence regarding the
courthouse and jail at Long Bluff-Greenville beyond Gregg's (1965: 195)
statements that both were "••• substantially built for strength and
durability rather than appearance" and that the courthouse was built
with " ••• massive walls and heavy oak frames." Their wooden construction,
however, would account for the relatively frequent structural repairs.
By 1789 both structures were ina deteriorated condition (perhaps as
the result of wartime neglect) and the jail was repaired (SCS/1789).
In 1794 a Senate commission reported that the buildings were again in
a ruinous condition and that the jail was beyond repair (PIC/
Reports of the Commissioners, 1794/Box 4). The state legislature
appropriated funds for repairing them that year (Cooper 1839/V/1587: 236);
however, the following year the sale of the Cheraws jail was authorized
to help pay for the courthouse repairs (SCHR/December 18, 1795).
Apparently the district jail was no longer in use at this time and its
role may have been taken by the county jail in Darlington which had
been in existence at least since 1790 (PSC/Account of Roach vs. Rogers,
May 14, 1790). Following its conversion to a circuit court in 1799
the Cheraws courthouse was used less frequently. By 1816 the building
had deteriorated to such an extent that court was then being held in
a private residence in the nearby settlement of Society Hill (PID/
DeSaussure to Williams, February 14, 1816). The last recorded Court
of Equity was held.there· onOctgberl,1817. (MCEC!1805-1825). The old
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FIGURE 13. South Carolina circuit court districts of 1799.
By the time the equity court at Greenv;i:.lle ceased to exist the
settlement on the Long Bluf:ewas nearly abandoned. In the closing years
of the eighteenth century a gradual movement began from the river terraces
to the higher sand hills. Just as earlier settlers had abandoned the
bottomlands to relocate on the Long Bluff, the inhabitants of the
latter gravitated toward the vicinity of the St. David's Academy,
founded several decades beforefLockwood 1832: 46-47). By 1800 the
Welsh Neck Baptist Church had been moved there from its original
site across the river (Gregg 1965: 440). The new settlement took its
nattle from the St. David's S'oc:i:ety and was called Society Hill (Works
Progress Administration 1953: 1(;)0). Soc:i:ety Hill was largely a
dispersed residential community of planters who lived on small estates
there during the "sickly" season and it did not develop as an economic
center. In 1826 its population consisted of 120 White persons and the
settlement contained 35 dwellings, six stores, a post office, two
taverns, a tanyard, two blacksmith's shops, two churches, and the
academy (Mills 1972: 513-514). Following the migration to Society
Hill the site of the old settlement came under cultivation (Thomas
1971: 52) and was farmed more or less continuously until the mid-
twentieth century.
The abandonment of the settlement on the Long Bluff would not in
itself indicate an alteration in the socio~economic system of an
evolving area of colonization. When taken together with the decrease
in political importance of the settlement, however, this abandonment
clearly:.'reflects changes associated with the evolution of the colonial
frontier system in South Carolina. ' In general, as an area of colonization
expands, those parts settled first tend to become integrated at a
level of complexity approaching that of the metropolitan area. This
process involves a reorganization of the network of trade and communications
so that the narrow, attenuated social, political, and economic linkages
characterized by the dendritic pattern of the frontier are replaced
by a complexity of direct linkages between all settlements. As the
frontier moves forward new entrepots arise on its inner edge to serve
as links to the metropolitan area. The evolution of a frontier is
reflected in the changing settlement pattern of the area of colonization
from random to clustered to evenly spaced. This alteration of the
settlement pattern consists of changes on the frontier landscape
occasioned by the creation and abandonment of settlements as a result
of the developing trade and communications system.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century South Carolina witnessed
a drastic change in the nature of its transportation system brought
about by the improvement of its rivers to permit the movement of an
increas~d amount of mercantile traffic by water. The development of
river transportation was especially desirable following the expansion
of cotton plantation farming in the early nineteenth century. The new
commodity not only was profitable enough to supplant wheat as the major
cash crop of the interior but also was bulky enough to lend itself to
water transportation (Petty 1943: 73-74).
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The shift i,n the state1s. netWQrkof trade and connnunications was
accompanied by the rise of Columbia as an inland economic and political
center (Mills 1972: 699). Located at the confluence of two large
river systems in a position near the geographical center of the state,
Columbia served both as: a focus' of activity' within the new metropolitan
area as well as an entrepot to more recently settled frontier areas
much further inland just as Charleston had been to the South Carolina
backcountry in the previous century.
The evolution of S~uth Carolina from a frontier to a metropolitan
area may be observed in the changing $ett1ement pattern as expressed
by the changing ~ political boundat'ies w'ithin the state. The random
distt'ibution of settlement characteristic of Hudson's (1969) first
stage of colonization is evidenced by the pattern of the original
townships (Fig. 6). The clustering found in the second stage of
spread may be seen in the patternin~ of the counties created within
each of the larger districts in 1785 (Fig. 12). Finally, the
restructu!'.:tng of the dist:ttcts ;i:.n 1799 reveal.s a pattern of even-
spaced settlement characteristic of the last stage of competition
(Fig. 13).
The changes in settlement pattern evidenced in the evolution of
the South Carolina frontier reflect changes in the socio.-economic system
upon which it was based. Consequently, those settlements that no
longer fulfilled their original roles either acquired new functions or
were abandoned. For example, of the seven district seats that existed
in 1785 only fou:r we:re :retained as new district seats fourteen years
later. The settlement of Long B1uff~Greenvil1e, founded as a political
center during the period of initial frontier expansion into the upper
Pee Dee area, found itself unable to compete with other regional centers
in the last two decades of the eighteenth centu:ry. With the decline
and final removal of the courts at the close of the frontier period,
the site of the old settlement was abandoned.
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LOCATINI!l"TllEffETTLEN,ENTOFLONGELUFF -GREENVILLE
In order to determine;LntIiec:absence of visible surface
remains, whether or not the Long Bluff State Park encompasses the location
of the early settlement of Lcmg Bluff-Greenville, it will be necessary
to rely upon documentary data that may be used to relate this eighteenth
century' feature to the modern landscape. Several early maps of colonial
South Carolina illustrate the upper Pee Dee area during the time of
the settlement's existence. The earliest of these inc.lude the Cook
map of 1773 {Fig. l4} and the nearly identical maps produced by Mouzon
(1775) and Faden (1780). None of these shows the settlement of Long
Bluff however, and their small scale makes those cultural features
that are portrayed difficult to locate on modern maps. The Cheraws
Courthouse is illustrated on all of these maps, as is the overall
form of the colonial road network on the Pee Dee frontier.
Because the Long Bluff-Greenville settlement is known to have
been situated near the courthouse,the site of this structure should
reveal the location of the settlement. The key to the location of the
courthouse is its relationship to the pattern of the early road network.
By linking the courthouse to a specific location within this network
and then tying this network to features on the modern landscape,
it should be possible to determine with some degree of precision the
actual site of the colcmial settlement.
The Cook map and its immediate successors show the Cheraws
Courthouse lying on the west bank of the Pee Dee River approximately
in the center of the large meander that forms the Welsh Neck.
The high terrace known as the Long Bluff runs almost the entire length
of this meander. The courthouse is situated on the Georgetown-
Cheraw road near the points where the two shorter roads separate from
it to join at the river. These roads appear to form a link to the
road network on the other side of the Pee Dee and since this is the
only crossing shown in':the vicinity of the Welsh Neck, it presumably
is the one estaBlished there in 1768 {Gregg 1965: ll4}. The map
accompanying Drayton's History of South Carolina shows the settlement
of Greenville in approximately' the same position relative to the river
and the Cheraw-Georgetown road (Cor~ and Akin l802) , but because of
its small scale the map provides no further clues to the settlement's
actual location (Fig. IS). A comparison of the Cook and @oram'amtAkin:~
tl&802) maps with a modern man of the same area (Fig. 16) reveals few
common landscape features apart from the course of the Pee Dee River.
The Cheraws courthouse and the settlement of Greenville are situated
roughly in tne vicinity of Society Hill but, because Society Hill is
known to have been placed on higher ground further from the river than
the earlier settlement, Long Bluff-Greenville presumably lay closer
to the bank of the Pee Dee somewhere along the Long Bluff.
The site of the Cheraws courthouse is also sholYn on the Mills
map of 1820 (Mills 1965). Here it lies in the southwest corner of an
intersection formed by the Georgetown road ~nd ~ road leading from
Society Hill to a landing on the Pee Dee (Fig. 17). The similarity
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Society Hill and vicinity in 1977.
Mills' map of Society Hill and vicinity
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in the conftguration of; these two ;J;'oa,ds ~nd the courthouse, the
roads and the cou;J;'thouse on the eat"1:;i:.er COQkm,ap (Fig. 14}, and the roads
and the settlement on the Coram and Akin map (~ig. 15) suggests that
this intersection was contemporary with the pre...Revo1utionary War
settlement. The rQad leading from Society Hill to the river existed
at least as early as 1796 when it appeared on a plat of the St. Davidts
Society lands there (Fig. 181 as the Hpub1ic road to the Long Bluff"
(South Caro1inaI807). Its route from the Welsh Neck Baptist Church
to the pee Dee corresponds' to that of the landing road on the Mills
map.
The ge.egraphica1 proximity o.f the courthouse intersection to
the settlement of Long B1uff,..,Greenvi11e is revealed in a plat accompanying
an early nineteenth century deed coU'veying a·quarter of an acre of
land "in the town of GreenvilleI' (JQhn F. Wilson to Alexander Sparks,
July 29, 1806/DCD/A: 391-392). The pl~t (Fig. 19) shows a piece of
land situated in the southeast corner of the intersection. The court-
house, although not shown on this deed, presumably stood across the road
from the property. An earlier deed transferring the same parcel of
land as part of a larger piece of property lying adjacent to the
Georgetown road and the main street in 6reenville states that the three
acres involved were part of a Htract of 50 acres whereon the courthouse
and jail now stand" (Charles Mason to JeramiahBrown, Aug. 19, 1778/
CCD/M-5: 551f552). A1theughthis reference fails to locate either of
these structures precisely, it does place them in the vicinity of the
intersection and confirms their close proximity to the settlement of
Long Bluff-Greenville.
The spatial re1atienship of the settlement and the Georgetown
road--1anding road intersectionsliou1d provide a key to the interpretation
of the size and form of Long B1uf'f...Greenv.il1e. An examination of
existing land plats for the area in the vicinity of this intersection
reveals that most of this area has been held in relatively large
tracts from the time :!.twas first granted until' the present. One
plat is particularly helpfUl in illustrating the layout of early
land grants on the Long Bluff relative to other cultural features.
The deed, conveying a 7()l~ acre tract east of Society Hill in:.1811
(Fig. 20) shows four large tracts stretching from the eastern boundary
of this property to the Pee Dee River (James Howze to Jesse DuBose,
June 11, 1811/DCD!C...D: 175). Three of the tracts are shown in their
entirety and are labeled "Philip Douglas 1748," "Evan Vaughn 1747," and
"Samuel Wilds 1749." Samuel DeSaurency's land lies to the north of
these. The Georgetown road is sketched on Wilds' land and presumably
continues through the others as well. At the northeast corner of the
Douglas tract is a public landing which is likely to have been linked
to the Georgetown road by a road running west along the line separating
the DeSaurency and Douglas properties and then continuing toward
Society Hill along the line between the DeSaurency and Howze tracts.
An examination of the original grant plats for the tracts on either
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FIGURE 19. Plat of John F. Wilson property in Greenville, 1806. The
intersection of the Georgetown and Ferry roads is shown adjacent to
the property transferred in this deed. (Source: Den/A: 391-392.)
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Pagett, Aug. 16, l748!Cp!14541 ~eveals no $,ettlemant, features; however,
four decades later whei:J.the 150 acre OeSa,urency tract was in the possession
of Evander McIver a block of 20 aCres of land along the eastern third
of its southern edge was' .reservedfor "lotts in the Town of Greenville"
(Evander McIver, Appraisal of Tract of Land, July 27, 1786/TLD/344).
These lots would have fronted on a road running westward from the Pee
Dee landing (Fig. 21) •. The area ;Lm:Il\ediately south of these lots is
labeled "South part of Greenville.," indicating, that the settlement
lay on both sides of the road and extended from the river only as far
as the Georgetown road intersectin which would have been situated at
about this location on the McIver property.
Ownership of individual lots in Long Bluff~reenville is not
well documented. Only four additional deeds refer to property within
the settlement. Two of these involve half acre lots situated on the
north side of the landing road somewhere :tn the large block of land
set aside for lots on the McIver tract. The first deed mentions a lot
owned by William McWham surrounded on three sides by McIver's property
(William McWham to Soloman McCall, Feb. 13, l808/DCD/A: 388) and the
second mentions three lots, one owned by Elizabeth Fort and the others
by John F. Wilson {Evander McIver to John F. Wilson, Feb. 13, 1808/DCD/
A: 387). Both of these deeds refer to the landing road as Broad Street.
A third deed is that for another half acre lot in an unspecified
location within a tract of 50 acres that bounded west on the two acre
"public lot" where the courthouse and jail stood (Charles Mason to
Jeramiah Brown, Nov. 17, l774/CCD/N-5: 408-409). If we assume that
the courthouse was located in the southwest corner of the Georgetown
road intersection, then the 50 acre tract upon which this lot and the
adjacent half acre lot belonging to Jethro Moore were located would
also have been situated south of the landing road (Broad Street). The
Douglas grant of 1748 is the only tract in the area containing 50 acres
and it lay in precisely this location.
The fourth deed refers to a "Lot containing two acres in the town of
Greenville • • • originally belonging to Samuel Wilds" (Thomas Williamson
to John K. McIver, April 25, l832/DCD/L: 217...218) and it was presumably
located somewhere in the large Wilds grant south of the Douglas and
Vaughn holdings (Fig. 20).
In order to tie the early settlement to features on the modern
landscape it is necessary to determine the exact location of the road
intersection where the courthouse stood. This may be accomplished by
first comparing the earliest detailed map of the area with one showing
both early and modern cultural features. A soil map of Darlington County
published at the beginning of the twentieth century (Rice and Taylor
1902b) shows in detail the road network in the vicinity of Society Hill
prior to the development of the modern highway system (Fig. 22). A
comparison with the 1820 Mills map (Fig. 17) reveals a similarity in
the layout of the three major highways that converge at Society Hill.
The two more westerly routes (closely followed today by U. S. Highways
15 and 52-401) join in Society Hill and then separate. The northern
fork passes out of the county at Cedar Creek. Just below the county
line this road divides and a branch turns eastward to the river to a
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FIGURE 20. Plat of Jesse Howze tract in Greenville, 1811. This map
reveals the locations of several early tracts relative to the Georgetown
road & Pee Dee River landing. The similar size & location of the Howze
tract & that owned Dy W. A. Carrigan in 1869 permits comparison of these
early tracts to landholdings of the modern period & determination with some
degree of precision the locations of early historic landscape features.
(Source: DCn/C-D: 175.)
~~~~~~~~~-
FIGURE 21. Facsimile of plat of Evander McIver property in 1768. This
plat of a tract of land originally granted in 1747 shows the location of
land occupied by the settlement of Greenville. (Source: TLD/No. 344.)
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point identi;l!ied on the Mills map ~s:I!ounclaY~s :t;erry. On the Mills map
a second road :branches off at Cedat' Creek and-turns soutneastward t
crossing the road to PounceyJ s ~et'rY't and intersecting a road that
extends eastward from Society Hill to a landing on the Pee Dee. At this
point the third major highway leading to Society Hill (following the
route of the old Georgetown road) joins them and from this intersection
another road leads directly to Pouncey's ferry. This intersection of
five roads lies adjacent to the site of the courthouse and marks the
location of the Long B1uff-Greemtille settlement. On the 1902 soil
map only a portion of the complex arrangement of roads north and east
of Society Hill is still in evidence. The intersection of the
Georgetown road and the landing road from Society Hill remained intact
even though the two roads leading north from it had been abandoned.
An examination of several plats accompanying surveys of property
in the vicinity of this intersection in the 1870's reveals that the
Georgetown road terminated at the(landing road here. They also reveal
that the landing road then terminated in a ferry crossing (W. A.
Carrigan, Survey, May 3, 1878/DCHC; B. D. Townsend, Survey, May 8,
1870/DCHC)~ A ferry crossing is also indicated in this location on the
1773 Cook map but does not seem to have been in use a half century later
when the Mills map was drawn. These plats also identify the railroad
running just west of the Georgetown road as the Cheraw and Darlington,
completed in 1855 (Phillips 1908: 350). This railroad later became
part of the Atlantic Coast Line, which in recent years merged to form
the Seaboard Coast Line, and has maintained its right-of-way unchanged
to the present.
The road network shown on the 1902 map is clearly visible on a
recent aerial photograph of the Society Hill area (Fig. 23). The
major highways entering the town may·betraced as well as the roads
leading to the county line, Pouncey's ferry, and the landing east of
the settlement. The trace of the Georgetown road is also visible
although parts of it have been obliterated by clay pits associated
with recent mining activity. As on the 1902 map, the two roads connecting
the Georgetown road intersection with Pouncey's ferry are missing; however,
the position of one may be easily projected by extending the line of
the road leading south from Cedar Cre.ek until it joins the landing road
at the Georgetown road intersection (Fig. 23). The similar configuration
of the roads on the Mills mapt the 1902 map, and the modern highway map
(see Figs. 16, 22, 23) indicates that the modern road network in the
Society Hill area includes elements that have remained unchanged since
the early nineteenth century. Based upon this evidence it has been
possible to identify the intersection that marks the location of the
Cheraws courthouse and the settlement of Long Bluff-Greenville on the
modern landscape. These cultural features fall within the limits of the
Long Bluff State Park (Fig. 1), which includes not only the landing road
and its intersection with the Georgetown road, but also extensive
property up and down river from it. Because of the scattered nature
of frontier settlement on the upper Pee Dee, the park will not encompass
all the colonial period occupation of the Long B1uff~ Documentary evidence does
indicate, however, that the park includes the remains of the settlement that






FIGURE 22. Society Hill & vicinity, 1902. The system of major roads shown
here is nearly identical to that appearing on the Mills' map (Fig. 17)
drawn over eighty years earlier. The static quality of the road network
allows the recognition of many historic features on the present landscape.
(Source: Rice and Taylor 1902b.)




THE ARCHEOLOGICAL JNVESTJfJATlONS AT LONG BLUFF...GREENVILLE
IritX'oduction
Documentary evidence indicate~ that portions o~ the eighteenth
century settlement of Long Bluf~~Greenville lay within the boundaries
of the present Long Bluff State Park and that the archeological study
area encompasses the northern part of the settlement site. In order
to substantiate this conclusion it will be necessary to examine the
archeological evidence recovered in the recent survey together with
the results of previous archeological work conducted in the park.
On the basis of these data it should be possible to derive statements
concerning both descriptive and ~unctional aspects of the historic
occupation of Long Bluff-Greenville.
In the following discussion of the 1977 archeological investigations,
the data gathered will be analyzed in light of a series of hypotheses
that predicts the form the "archeological record should assume if it
does indeed represent the remains of the Long Bluff-Greenville
settlement. These hypotheses will seek to compare the location, temporal
span, cultural affiliation, and function of the archeological settlement
to those of the settlement described in documentary sources. Information
gained from this study should not only establish the presence of the
community, but also increase our knowledge of isolated frontier political
settlements in general.
Previous Archeological Irivestig&.tionsat Long Blu[[State Park
In the fall of 1974 an archeological reconnaissance and limited
exploratory excavations were conducted in the area south of the ferry
road between the Georgetown road and the bluff edge. This work was
sponsored by the Long Bluff Historical and Recreational Commission
and was undertaken to determine if evidence of an early historic occupation
existed in the vicinity of the ferry road and landing. The findings
of these investigations were to have aided in determining the size of
the area to be set aside as a proposed historic site. Machine excavations
uncovered evidence of a scattered occupation here yielding a mean
ceramic date of 1800. The greatest concentration of archeological
material occurred near the eastern end of the road about 600 feet from
the bluff edge, suggesting that the densest occupation took place
here. Because the archeological work was restricted largely to
Commission-owned lands it was not possible to conduct extensive
explorations outside of this area (Lewis 1975a).
A limited reconnaissance was carried out on the Canal Industries
property north of the ferry road. It uncovered some evidence of a
historic occupation in this area (Fig. 24); however, insufficient
information was recovered upon which to base a conclusive statement regarding
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FIGURE 24. Plan of 1974 archeological reconnaissance at Long Bluff
State Park.
A concentration of brick rubble at the surface southwest of the
intersection of the Georgetown and ferry roads was also investigated
at this time (Lewis 1975a: 18). Preliminary excavations to the base
of the disturbed soil revealed that this feature was a well. No
artifacts were uncovered and the limited scope of the project did not
permit further exploration of the well.
In summary. the 1974 archeological reconnaissance on the Long Bluff
revealed the presence of a late eighteenth and early nineteenth century
occupation in the vicinity of the ferry road. These investigations did
not. however. ascertain the nature or spatial extent of this occupation,
especially that north of the ferry road. Because of our limited knowledge
regarding past settlement here it has been necessary to conduct the present
survey in order to guide the development of that part of Long Bluff
State Park lying north of the ferry road.
The 1977 Archeological Investigations Methodological Framework
The archeological investigations at Long Bluff State Park were
intended to explore a specific portion of the park. Because this survey
represents the first extensive archeological exploration of the area
north of the ferry road it constitutes a discovery phase of research.
The results of this phase should allow the investigator not only to
explore the immediate problems at hand but also to compile data upon
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which to formu1qte problems ~o~ future research at this site. In the
discovery phase of investigation it ts possible to recognize only broad
patterning in the archeo1ogicq1 record. Consequently the questions to
be asked at this point must deal with phenomena that relate to general
behavioral variables and will not seek to elicit information concerning
specific aspects of the past settlement.
The discovery phase of archeology at Long Bluff State Park required
the use of an exploration technique designed to gather a representative
sample of the archeological materials distributed over the area to be
surveyed. In order to achieve a maximum dispersal of the sample units
within this area a stratified systematic unaligned sampling technique
was chosen (Haggett 1966: 196-198). Redman and Watson (1970: 281-282)
have suggested that this technique is the best for revealing overall
artifact patterning because it prevents the clustering of sample units
and assures that no parts of the survey area are left unsampled. It
is capable of discovering patterning in the archeological record occurring
both at regular and irregular intervals. It accomplished this by
dividing the area to be sampled into a series of square units (strata)
based upon the coordinates of the site grid and then. sampling a smaller
unit within each stratum. The positions of the smaller units are determined
by the intersection of coordinates selected along both axes of the grid
from a random numbers table. The relative sizes of the units involved
determine the percentage of the site area sampled. Naturally the greater
the size of the sample the more reliable will be the results; however,
the difficulty of enlarging the sample increases in direct proportion
to the size of the site.
The portion of Long Bluff State Park sampled in 1977 lies on the
north side of the ferry road (Fig. 25). The western boundary of the
survey area is defined by the eastern limit of the Carolina Power and
Light Company power line easement. Its northern boundary is the ditch
that extends eastward from the power line easement to the eastern boundary
of the park. The ditch lies approximately 300 feet south of the park's
northern boundary. The eastern border of the park and the bank of the
Pee Dee River form the eastern boundary of the survey area. Approximately
3,450,000 square feet were surveyed at Long Bluff State Park.
Because of access limitations imposed by the dense vegetation covering
parts of the survey area it was most practical to utilize the fewest
number of sample units possible to examine a given percentage of the
area. The sample was based on a division of the survey area into 300
x 300 foot squares. A 25% stratified systematic unaligned sample was
taken by selecting one 150 x 150 foot square from each of the larger units.
Each 150 x 150 foot square was examined by means of a transect placed
in a randomly chosen diagonal direction (Fig. 25). The transects were
10 feet wide and 212 feet long, covering approximately 2,120 square feet
of surface area. In all, 29 transects examined about 1% of the survey
area. Six corridors (A-F) were cut to provide access to the individual
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FIGURE 25. Plan of 1977 archeological survey of a portion of Long Bluff State Park.
Both corridors and transects were examined for evidence of archeological
materials on the surface. None were apparent anywhere in the survey
area. Subsurface testing was conducted alpng the transects by excavating
2 x 2 foot test pits to the base of the plow zone at intervals of 50
feet. The bluff edge, gullies, and the flood plain adjacent to the
river were inspected for surface remains and judgement samples were
excavated in these areas.
In addition to the stratified systematic unaligned sample, a systematic
sample was collected along the northern edge of the ferry road from its
junction with the Georgetown road to the river landing. The sample con-
sisted of 2 x 2 foot test pits excavated to the depth of the plow zone
spaced at 50 foot intervals aligned with the site grid (Fig. 25). This
sample measured variation in the intensity of occurrence of cultural
material along the southern edge of the survey area where documentary
sources indicate the settlement lay. The results of the systematic sample
were intended to serve as a comparatJye {!heck to the patterning
revealed by the stratified systematic unaligned sample by providing a
finer grained view of variation in the archeological record on this
part in this area. This sample was also continued southward for 350
feet along the Georgetown road as well as northward and southward for
100 feet along the bluff edge in order to determine how far the deposition
of material extended in these areas.
A surface collection was made of the material that had washed out
of the recently graded surface of the ferry road. The road was divided
into 50 foot sections corresponding to the intervals of the systematic
sample (Fig. 25). Surface collecting was not continued along the
Georgetown road because its surface had not recently been graded and
was heavily overgrown. The results of the road surface survey were
also intended to provide comparative information to aid in the interpre-
tation of the other two samples.
In order to maintain horizontal control over the survey area a
site grid was laid out using the ferry road as a base line. To take
advantage of the direction of the road the entire grid was offset 7
degrees east of north. The grid was tied into the Seaboard Coast Line
~e~terline at the ferry road crossing as a primary reference point.
The contents of all excavated units at Long Bluff State Park were
screened utilizing a sifter with a ~ x ~ inch mesh. All units were
dug by natural stratigraphy and all archeological remains were recovered
from the plow zone, which ranged in depth from 0.8 foot to 1.4 feet
below the surface.
The sampling techniques employed were designed to seek out the
presence of past occupations through the recognition of patterns in the
spatial distribution of classes of artifacts. They were not intended to
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d;scover intact arrcheo1og;i:ca1 ;Eea,tu:J;'e~ 1a'rge1y because the disturbed
nature of the survey,areawouldmakethese d;i:;eficu1t to recognize.
Long-time cultivation and themecha,nica1 planting of pine trees have
destroyed all features that did not extend well below the surface t
leaving only the general patterning of the a'rtifacts themselves intact.
Archeological investigations at plowed sites have revealed that such
concentrations remain roughly intact (Lewis 1976: 71) and can indicate
significant artifact patterning relating to the nature and spatial
distribution of past activities there.
Because the extent of past occupations here was unknown t the
initial sampling of this area was i.ntended to establish the limits and
gross physical characterristics of archeological settlement. Consequent1Yt
it was not possible to focus on the detail of intra-site activity
patterning at this stage of research. The results of this initial
discovery phase of archeology should indicate those areas where activity
concentration occurred and thereby serve as a guide for further research
into their nature and significance.
The Long Bluff-Greenville Settlement
The Development of Archeologiaal Hypotheses
Introduction
The primary intent of the archeological survey of a portion of
Long Bluff State Park is to identify the archeological remains un-
covered there as those of the isolated political center of Long B1uff-
Greenville. Documentary sources indicate that the settlement was
situated partially within the surveyed area and a previous archeological
reconnaissance has revealed material dating from the period of the
settlement. This evidence strongly suggests that the settlement of
Long Bluff-Greenville was located in Long Bluff State Park. In
order to substantiate this statement it will be necessary to examine
the archeological data obtained in the present survey in light of
questions relating to location t temporal range t cultural or ethnic
affinity, and overall settlement function. Based on available information
pertaining to the Long Bluff-Greenville settlement and others sharing
functional similarities with it, it should be possible to construct
hypotheses regarding the form that the archeological evidence is likely
to assume if it does indeed represent the remains of this settlement.
The Location of the Settlement
The exact location of the historic settlement of Long Bluff-
Greenville is uncertain; however t documentary evidence has provided data
relating to the ownership of land and the position of the Cheraws court-
house indicates that the settlement lay adjacent to the ferry road, on
both sides of that road, to the east of the Georgetown road intersection
where the courthouse stood. There is no evidence that the nucleated
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settlement extended far outside of this immediate area. Because the
site of the old settlement was apparently not reoccupied following its
abandonment in the early nineteenth century, the archeological record
should not contain material from subsequent occupations. For this
reason the distribution of archeological materials should clearly reveal
the location of the early settlement. Two hypotheses may be investigated
with regard to the location of Long Bluff-Greenville.
Because the nucleated settlement of Long Bluff-Greenville was
situated between the intersection of the Georgetown and ferry roads and
the landing at the bluff edge, the archeological remains generated by
this settlement should be confined to this area. It is expected that
the collective output of past activities in the settlement will reveal
that the occupied area lay.;i,mmedta.t~1.y adjacent to(,\} the ferry road arid
extended but a short distante'be.yondtheGeorget;ovtn road intersection.
The two significant specialized activities carried out at Long Bluff-
Greenville were those associated with the political role of the Cheraws
District Court and transportation activities related to the Pee Dee River
landing. Each of these activities is associated with an opposite end
of "the settlement. As a result of a higher concentration of activities in
these locations it is expected that a greater density of archeological
material would have accumulated at the eastern and western extremes of
the site.
The (JuZtu.ral AffiZiati;01J- of the settlement
Documentary evidence indicates that Long Bluff-Greenville was
settled and occupied by Welsh, Scots, and other groups that carried
with them the cultural traditions of Great Britain. As part of the
British colony of South Carolina the settlement was enmeshed in an
economic system that restricted colonial trade in favor of British
industry. Because much of the colony's imports consisted of manufactured
goods made in or re-exported through the metropolitan area, the
archeological record produced by settlements in the colony should
reflect an abundance of British products.
Perhaps the class of artifact that best reflects ethnicity is
ceramics, an item recovered in quantity in the excavations at Long
Bluff State Park. Ceramics are especially useful in archeological
studies because their composition and method of manufacture lend them
to wide variation in form (Shepard 1956: 334) and their fragile nature
seems to insure a continual deposition in the archeological record.
By the mid-eighteenth century Great Britain was undergoing a
rapid change in manufacturing technology characterized by rapid
innovation and increasing industrialization (Clowand Clow 1958:
328-329). This not only resulted in the proliferation of British
gpods, including ceramics, but also enhanced the ability of these
products to compete with those of other European countries on the
international market. Industrialization in ceramic manufacturing even
led to the decline of some foreign industries, most notably French
faience (Haggar 1968: 165).
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The commercial expansion of Great Britain in the eighteenth
century brought an increase in the amount of foreign goods shipped
through British ports (Darby 1973: 381). Although the re-export of
foreign ceramics, for the most part Oriental porcelains (Noel Hume
1970: 257), was also carried out by other European states, it was
Great Britain that came to dominate this trade in the eighteenth
century (Mudge 1962: 7-8). These together with large quantities of
German and Flemishst~newareswere re-exported into Britain's North
American colonies (Noel Hume 1970: 141). The extensive nature of British
trade coupled with the importation of selected foreign goods into her
colonies is likely to have resulted in the use of these foreign wares
as an integral part of British ceramic material culture.
A single hypothesis may be set forth regarding the form the
archeological record should take if the site under consideration
represents an eighteenth century British colonial settlement. Briefly
it predicts that the artifacts should reflect the nearly exclusive
import of British industrial goods from the metropolitan area as
well as foreign products of types known to have been re-exported
through British ports.
The Temporal Position of the Settlement
Although the Long Bluff may have been occupied by Europeans as early
as the 1740's when the first lands there were granted, the presence of
a nucleated settlement there is more likely to date from the time the
courthouse was constructed in 1772. By 1816 the dilapidated courthouse
structure apparently stood alone on the site marking the terminal occupation
of the settlement. The historical median date of this occupation is 1794.
Although tHis estimate of the settlem~~lsperiodof· occupation is only
approximate, it does provide'\!)($tharange and a peak by which to c.compare
the da:tesderived from an examination of archeological evidence obtained
in the present survey.
Several classes·{)·£ 'artifacts are extremely useful in establishing ,
occupation spans of histor:l:Cf'sites. Ceramics, becauseioft-heir peculiar
qa.alitiesdf f1variation, areparticularty 'well suited to reflecting
temporal change. 1:Tfiisis especially true regarding eighteenth century
British ceramics£ot'not only did tne,industrialization otceramic
manufacture result in the proCluc: i: ion of'f'l.umerous morphologically distinct
types but therap:fIl:tinnovation.thatiaccompanied indus·trfaliz'at:dl.IDcn. genera ted
types with relativelY"limit:~dand well documented temporalranges.}'ciihe
presence of· a class of"cftvtifact possessing these characteristics"permits
the calculation of aHre-ashnably accurate chronological range as well
asa mean date for anar0:heelogical occupation (South 1972a: 72) • Other
types of artffactslwhh more geJ:leralchtonoll§gicalirangesmay also be
employed tOrest:ciblish'thetifuedf"'a. site's occupation. While thase.will
yield lesS preciSe 'dates than those based on ceramics, the period of
occupation indicated should encompass the ceramic dates.
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If the archeo1ogi~a1 site at Long Bluff State Park represents the
material remains of the eighteenth century settlement of Long B1uff-
Greenville, then it is likely that an examination of the archeological
evidence recovered there will support the hypothesis that the site was
occupied between 1772-1816 as suggested by documentary sources.
The Function of the Settlement
Nucleated frontier settlements usually represent centers of non-
agricultural activity that originated as part of a colonial landscape
basically devoted to the exploitation of agricultural resources. The
majority of these settlements in the colonial South were frontier towns
which served as nexes of social, economic, and political activity within
a portion of the area of colonization. Long Bluff-Greenville did not
arise as such a settlement because it represented an administrative
center for a political region, the Cheraws District, that was not identical
to the socio-economic region in which it was situated. The latter extended
beyond the boundaries of the Province of South Carolina and was centered
at Cheraw. In the face of a threatened shrinkage of this larger region
as a result of the expansion of a rival commercial system in North
Carolina, the administrative center of the Cheraws District was not
placed at Cheraw but at the isolated river landing along the Georgetown-
Cheraw road at the Long Bluff which was more centrally located within
the district. In order to derive archeological hypotheses for the identifi~
cation of such an isolated political settlement it will be necessary
to consult historical and archeological sources for analogies based on
the formal characteristics of functionally similar contemporary settlements.
Administrative settlements imposed in isolated locations in contemporary
Europe were usually placed at crossroads central to the areas they served
(F1atres 1971: 179). Perhaps the most common pattern of settlement
in such locations is characterized by the placement of structures along
one or both sides of the roads (Page 1927: 448). Beresford and St. Joseph
(1958: 126-127) have observed that such "row settlements" offered the
most compact form providing equal access to the road for all inhabitants.
It was an arrangement especially convenient in forested areas such
as on the Long Bluff, because it involved a minimum of clearing. Row
settlements, in general, were confined to areas secure from hostilities
because their elongated form did not facilitate an easy defense. This
settlement form was well suited to the dispersed economy and relatively
secure conditions that characterized much of the southern frontier in
the latter part of the eighteenth century.
In the colonial American South the use of the row settlement pattern
appears not to have been restricted to any particular type of settlement.
Adminstrative centers, whether frontier towns or imposed settlements
at isolated locations, were generally placed at crossroads with settlement
extending along both sides of one or more of the converging roads. The
courthouse and jail, which served as the central administrative complex,
were situated at or near the intersection (Price 1968: 39). Documentary
and archeological evidence relating to frontier settlements both in North
and South Carolina reveals the widespread use of the row pattern centered
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an administrative complex. The Sauthier maps of North Carolina
settlements having a political function reveal that at Edenton, Salisbu.fy,
New Bern, Hillsborough, Wilmington, and Brunswick Town the courthouse
and jail complex was placed at road crossings (Price 1968: 39). All
but Brunswick Town and Wilmington exhibited a row form. In South
Carolina the administrative centers of Camden (Lewis 1976: 100), Ninety
Six (South 1972b: Fig. 5), and Pinckneyville (Carrillo 1972: 15) were
all row settlements situated at important road intersections near which
the courthouse and jail were placed.
Because a row settlement could grow quite large before communications
and the movement of goods and services became inefficient enough to
make lateral growth (usually in the form of a gridiron pattern) advantageous,
most frontier nucleated settlements maintained their early row form
at least through the period of their early growth. The evolution toward
a grid pattern settlement may be witnessed in the growth of frontier
towns such as Camden. Although originally laid out on a gridiron
plan, Camden remained a row settlement through at least the first 20
years of its existence. Only with the town's rapid growth at the close
of the eighteenth century did it expand along the lines of the original
plan (see Schulz 1972; Fig. 4; Lewis 1976: 96).
Those that did not maintain a row form were usually affected by
other social or environmental variables. On the Southern frontier
several types of settlements did not take on a row form in the early
stages of their growth. In ports where access to waterfront space
caused rapid expansion within a limited area, settlement often took on
a rectangular or square form as at Charleston and Georgetown, South
Carolina; Savannah, Georgia; and Brunswick Town and Wilmington, North
Carolina. Inland settlements inhabited by unusually cohesive social
groups, such as the religious communities at Bethabara and Salem, North
Carolina, also assumed a compact rectangular form which reflected the
organization of both the group and the activities carried out there.
Fortified settlements would, of course, also have assumed a regular
compact form.
Although settlement pattern is not likely to be an important
criterion in distinguishing isolated political centers from frontier
towns, this distinction is likely to be reflected in relative
settlement size. The exact size of isolated political centers such
as Long Bluff-Greenville is difficult to estimate because of the absence
of complete demographic data for eighteenth century settlements on the
Southern frontier. It is likely that because of their limited function
and the seasonal nature of the political activities carried out there
such settlements were much smaller than contemporary frontier towns
that were focal points for a variety of specialized activities in the
regions they served. The actual size of frontier towns in the Carolinas
appears to have been at least two dozen structures. For example,
Camden, perhaps the most important inland economic center in South Carolina,
contained about 27 structures in its immediate vicinity in 1781 (Lewis
1976: 102) and Salisbury, a comparable settlement in North Carolina,
had about 28 structures within the contiguous settlement (Sauthier 1770).
Brunswick Town, contained about 40 buildings, but many of these are related
to its additional role as a port (Sauthier 1769).
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Settlements that did not possess a major redistributive function in
the frontier economic system were generally smaller. Most were isolated
political centers and were characterized by a contemporary observer as
" ••• a few houses and stores ••• erected ••• in the vicinity of the court-
houses •••• " (Drayton 1972: 214). Ninety Si~ was such a settlement that
grew up around a frontier fort and later acquired a district courthouse
(Meriwether 1940: 131; Drayton 1972; 210). In 1781 it contained only
16 structures (South 1972b, Fig. 5). Archeological excavations at Pinckney-
ville, an isolated political center, revealed the remains of six structures
in the immediate vicinity of the crossroads and documents suggest the
settlement may have been twice this size (Carrillo 1972, Fig. 1).
The small number of structures associated with these settlements
is similar to that associated with isolated political and administrative
centers in contemporary Europe. In their early stages of growth these
centers were not always situated so as to assume an active role in the
economic system of the regions they served. As a consequence they
acquired only a few additional structures and these were usually related
to the settlement's function as a site for public activities. Such
structures might typically include an inn, a smithy, and a school
(Flatres 1971: 177).
In short, the functional differences between frontier towns and
isolated political centers appear to be reflected in the relative sizes
of these two types of settlement. While it is not yet possible to
correlate the specific activities associated with settlement function
to the absolute size of the settlement, size seems to be linked to
overall settlement in a gross sense and as such it should be a useful
criterion for identifying the isolated political settlement as a feature
on the frontier landscape.
On the basis of the above discussion the following two hypotheses
may be offered regarding the function of the settlement situated in
Long Bluff State Park. If that settlement was an isolated political
center as documentary evidence implies about Long Bluff-Greenville,
then the archeological record it generated is likely to exhibit these
characteristics.
The structures in the settlement are likely to have been arranged in
row form along one or both sides of at least one of the roads leading
to the intersection where the Cheraws courthouse was situated. On the
Long Bluff these roads would be the Georgetown road and the ferry road
leading to the Pee. Dee River landing. The presence of side streets
is unlikely here and settlement is expected to have been restricted to
the strip immediately adjacent to the roads.
The size of the settlement of Long. Bluff-Greenville, as expressed
in the number of structures present, is likely to have fallen in the
range of other isolated political centers on the Southern frontier.
This range would include settlements containing from as few as two
(the courthouse and jail) to as many as 16 structures.
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The Long Bluff-Greenville Settlement
Testing the Archeological Hypotheses
Introduction
In the above discussion six hypotheses have been set forth. Each
predicts a particular condition in the archeological record the occurrence
of which would support the identification of the site as the remains
of the isolated political center of Long Bluff-Greenville. The remainder
of this section will consist of an examination of the archeological
data gathered during the 1977 excavations, as well as previously
gathered data relating to nearby areas outside that of the survey in
an attempt to support or refute these hypotheses. Test implications
predicting the actual form the archeological data will take will be
deduced for each hypothesis. The degree to which the data conform to
the implications will determine whether or not the hypotheses are supported
by the archeological record.
The Location of the Settlement
Two hypotheses have been constructed to determine if the archeological
site at Long Bluff State Park occupies the documented location of the
historic settlement of Long Bluff-Greenville. The first hypothesis
predicts that evidence of the early settlement will be localized along
the ferry road from its intersection with the Georgetown road eastward
to the ferry landing. The second states that the greatest concentration
of settlement occurred at the landing and the Georgetown road intersection
where activities associated respectively with river traffic and the court
would have taken place.
Archeologically it should be possible to observe the extent and density
of occupation within a past settlement through the differential spatial
distribution of the material by-products of activities carried out there.
Because the total extent of the settlement as an activity area and
spatial variation in the intensity of overall activity within the settle-
mentare sought 'Pather. than the locations of structures or other individual
:features, structural remains· will not be considered in the discussion of
settlement location. The number and arrangement of structures is more
relevant to settlement form and function and will be examined in the
subsequent discussion of this topic. With regard to the recognition
of settlement location and variation in the intensity of occupation a
broad class of non-structural artifacts will be examined. This class
is assumed to include the collective by-product of all activities carried
out in the settlement and its patterning should reveal the extent and
intensity of activity in the settlement as a whole.
In order to observe the occurrence of activity at the site of a
settlement it is helpful to display the frequencies of the archeological
evidence of such activities on a map. A Synagraphic Computer Mapping
Program (SYMAP) was employed in the analysis of the Long Bluff State
Park data because this program has the ability to graphically depict
disposed quantitative variables, in this case artifact classes, by
weight or count, and qualitative variables, such as the presence or
absence of particular classes. It accomplishes this by taking the
assigned values for the coordinate locations of data points, here
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positions of the archeological test units, and interpolating a continuous
surface in the regions where there are no data points, basing these
interpolated values on the distances to and the values of the neighboring
data points (Dougenik and Sheehan 1976/1:1). The result is a contour
map of the intensity of a particular archeological variable's occurrence
over the area of the site. It is important to remember, however, that
the patterns produced by the SYMAP are not pictures based on the entire
contents of the site, but rather projections based on the sample gathered.
Although some distortions may be present, it is emphasized that the
patterns displayed on the SYMAP are true reflections of actual patterns
in the archeological record.
The first hypothesis has one test implication. It is that the
spatial distribution of all non-structural artifacts will be confined
to the area adjacent to the ferry road from the river landing westward
to the Georgetown road intersection. This distribution may also extend
a short distance north and south along the Georgetown road. Because only
a short section of the northward extension of this road lies within the
park boundaries, the archeological survey was limited in this direction.
The southern extension lay outside of the main survey area; however,
a limited investigation was made here.
The SYMAP illustrating the occurrence of non-structural artifacts
uncovered in the stratified systematic unaligned sample reveals a
distribution of material that conforms to the predicted pattern (Fig.
26). The map indicates a deposition of artifacts beginning at the bluff
edge and extending nearly continuously to the Georgetown road, a distance
of over 1800 feet. Archeological remains of past activity are confined
to a strip extending as far as 500 feet north of the ferry road. The
appearance of archeological material extending north along the western
border of the survey area indicates a concentration of activities along
the Georgetown road at least 600 feet to the north of its intersection
with the ferry road.
The extent of the settlement south along the Georgetown road may
be seen by the frequency distribution of non-structural artifacts re-
covered in a subsurface systematic survey that sampled the western edge
of the road at intervals of 50 feet for a distance of 350 feet.* The
results of this survey (Fig. 27B) reveal that a small amount of cultural
material was deposited along this entire distance indicating that
activities were carried out to some extent south of the intersection.
In summary, the location predicted in the first hypothesis is
indicated by the distribution of activities as reflected in the occurrence
of non-structural artifacts in the area surveyed. The overall activity,
patterning reveals that the settlement was situated in the location
specified by documentary sources to have been the site of· Long Bluff....
Greenville.
*The pre$ence o~ a" deep dJ;'a,inage di~tch along the. east side o;fi the
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Bar graph of non-structural artifact occurrence from ferry road
subsurface survey.
J.A.A.-l.....,-(1/r8)- E:R:P
The second hypothesis predicts that a greater intensity of occupation
took place at the Georgetown road intersection and the river landing.
Because the relative intensity of occupation may be seen to result in
the differential deposition of activity output, the single test implication
for this hypothesis is that the frequencies of non-structural artifacts
will be greatest in these areas.
With regard to the second hypothesis, the relative density of activity
patterning may be discerned in the results of two archeological surveys
that were designed to measure variation in artifact occurrence along
and adjacent to the ferry road. The first of these is the systematic sub-
surface survey conducted at 50 foot intervals along the north edge of the
road. A bar graph of non-structural artifact frequencies (Fig. 27A)
clearly indicates two peaks, one at either end of the ferry road,
with a valley of lower artifact occurrence between them. The patterning
shown by the subsurface survey is similar to that indicated on the SYMAP.
The results of the stratified survey of surface material from the
graded surface of the ferry road are shown in Figure 28. Again two peaks
of high artifact occurrence are visible at either end of the ferry road.
A marked drop in artifact occurrence is apparent just west of the George-
town road intersection, implying that the occupation did not extend
beyond this point. The results of the surface survey confirm the
patterning revealed by the two other archeological surveys conducted
in 1977.
In summary, the concentration of the historic occupation at the
eastern and western extremities of the survey area postulated in the
second hypothesis is supported by the distribution of archeological materials
recovered. The results of a systematic subsurface survey and a
stratified surface survey reveal a similar patterning in the frequencies
of non-structural artifact occurrence, indicating that the most intense
occupation of the settlement took place adjacent to the Georgetown road
intersection and the river landing as suggested by documentary sources.
The Cultural Affiliation of the settlement
It is predicted that the archeological record generated by a
British colonial settlement will be characterized by imported British
artifacts that will reflect both the industrialization of British
manufacturing in the eighteenth century as well as the re-exportation
of goods within the British colonial system. Because the artifact type
best capable of revealing these characteristics is ceramics, the three
test implications of this hypothesis will refer to this artifact.
The first implication is that the ceramics used at a British colonial
settlement such as Long Bluff-Greenville should be predominantly of
British ar British colonial origin. In general, the pattern of using
ceramics manufactured in the homeland almost exclusively in its colonial
possessions is reflected in the archeological record at sites of the
North American colonies of France (Lunn 1973: 176), Spain (Smith 1951:
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FIGURE 28. Bar graph of non-structural artifact occurrence from ferry road systematic
surface survey.
The eighteenth century revolution in the British ceramics industry
resulted in a dramatic increase in technological innovation and a pro-
liferation in the variety of ceramics manufactured. This diversity
should be reflected in the number of ceramic types present in the
archeological record generated by the settlement of Long Bluff-Greenville.
Evidence of the re-exportation of foreign ceramics should be present
in the assemblage of artifacts from the site of the British colonial
settlement of Long Bluff-Greenville. These ceramics should consist
primarily of European Westerwald stonewares and oriental porcelains.
A comparison of the ceramic collections from several British colonial
American sites (see Lewis 1976: 79) suggests that the Westerwald stone-
wares will comprise up to 6% of the total ceramics by count while oriental
porcelains may account for up to 20% of the specimens. Their occurrence
at the site of Long Bluff-Greenville is predicted to fall within these ranges.
Of the 1027 identifiable historic ceramic artifacts recovered in
the archeological surveys, 998, or 97%, are definitely of British or
British colonial origin. None of the remaining specimens may be identified
as having originated in the homeland of another competing European colonial
power.
The occurrence of 18 distinct types of British ceramics reflects
the diversity of wares expected at the site of a British colonial
settlement (Appendix B). The types recovered represent those commonly
associated with the sites of such settlements occupied in the latter part
of the eighteenth century. Earthenwares include heavier lead and tin
glazed ceramics as well as the refined creamwares and pearlwares developed
in the last half of the eighteenth century. Stonewares include utility
wares as we+l as the fine white salt-glazed tablewares in use after 1740.
Unglazed "black basaltes" stonewares are also present as are the iron-
stones and whitewares introduced in the second decade of the nineteenth
century.
Finally, re-exported ceramics are present in the archeological
materials. These consist of 11specimensofWesterwaldstoneware and
18 specimens of oriental porcelain. The former make up 1% of the total
ceramics while the latter account for about 2% of the collection. Both
of these fall within the predicted limits for British colonial sites.
The reason for the loW occurrence of porcelain is uncertain, however,
it may be the result of economic conditions that existed in the United
States immediately following the close of the Revolutionary War, the
period during which the greatest occupation of the Long Bluff-Greenville
settlement is likely to have taken place. The importation of goods from
the Orient to the American colonies had been disrupted by the war and
developed again only sporadically in the post-war period. It did not re-
achieve a consistently high level until the second decade of the nineteenth
century following the War of 1812 (Mudge 1962: 18). By this time the
settlement had ceased to exist. Consequently the low frequency of
occurrence of oriental porcelain may reflect an occupation of this site
during a period in which the use of this ware was temporarily lower
than it was before or after this time.
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In summary, an examination of the archeological data has revealed
that the site at Long Bluff State Park represents the remains of a
British Colonial settlement. The site is characterized by the presence
of the wide variety of British ceramics in use during the latter
part of the eighteenth century as well as the re-exported ceramics that
had become commonplace as a result of the operation of Britain's
worldwide economic system.
The Temporal Position of the Settlement
The hypothesis regarding the chronological position of Long B1uff-
Greenville states that the archeological record it generated will reveal
a temporal span from about 1772 to 1816.
Several test implications may be deduced for this hypothesis. The
first predicts that a comparison of the date ranges of European ceramics
from the site of this settlement should reveal terminus post quem and
terminus ante quem dates close to those of the historic occupation.
The ceramic evidence should also indicate a mean date on or near
1794, the median date of the historic occupation.
A third implication is that Co1ono-Indian ceramics, a trade ware
produced by remnant aboriginal groups as an adaptation to the colonial
economy in which they found themselves engulfed (Baker 1972:12), should
be present. This pottery has been recovered from sites dating throughout
the eighteenth century in South Carolina (see Lewis 1976: 89-90n), and
documentary evidence indicates that it was marketed in quantity as late
as the early nineteenth century (Baker 1972: 13).
Both cut and wrought nails should be present in the archeological
record of the Long Bluff-Greenville settlement. The change in use from
wrought to cut nails occurred about 1800 (Fontana and Greenleaf 1962: 54)
and sites of settlements whose occupations encompassed this date should
be characterized by the presence of both types of nails.
An estimate of the occupation span of the site at Long Bluff State
Park may be ascertained by comparing the ranges of the European ceramic
types recovered in the archeological investigations there. Because the
site has been cultivated it is unlikely that undisturbed archeological
deposits representing short duration occupations are present. The
terminus post quem, or date after which the earliest objects found their
way into the ground, and the terminus ante quem, or the date before
the archeological materials were deposited, must be determined on the
basis of a mixed deposit containing material deposited from the beginning
to the end of the occupation. In order to establish a minimum chronological
range for a mixed occupation the terminus post quem may be estimated
by the closing date of the use range of the earliest ceramic type and
the terminus ante quem by the beginning date of the use range of the
type introduced latest. A comparison of the date ranges of the ceramic
types at Long Bluff State Park (Fig. 29) suggests a beginning date for
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the occupation of not later than 1775 and a termination date of no earlier
than 1813.* This span closely' approximates the historical date range
for the settlement of Long B1uff~Greenvi11e.
A mean ceramic date for the site may be ascertained using the South
(1972a) formula. It is based upon a comparison of the increasing
and decreasing popularity of individual ceramic types through time.
By measuring the popularity curves for each type, median use dates for
each have been ca1~u1ated based on the time of their greatest occurrence.
It is possible to arrive at a mean date for an archeological context
containing a number of ceramic types by considering the frequency of
occurrence of specimens of each type together with the type's median
date (see South 1972a: 83-84). Based on a total of 991 'datable typed
sherds, the mean date for the site was calculated to be 1793 (see
Appelidix C), only one year removed from the median historic date for
the settlement.
Co1ono-Indian ware occurs at a ratio of .002 to all other ceramics
at this site. This ratio falls within this artifact's range of occurrence
at sites of domestic settlements that experienced only a small degree
of contact with aboriginal groups (South 1977: 175). Most frontier
settlements in South Carolina would appear to fall within this category
unless they were situated in close proximity to pottery-making aboriginal
groups, as was the case with Camden (Lewis 1976: 135), or were associated
with specialized activities such as forts, trading posts, or plantations
(South 1977: 174).
Although the total number of nails and nail fragments recovered
was not extensive, recognizable specimens of both wrought and cut
nails were found at the site. The presence of both types suggests that
the occupation there occurred both before and after 1800.
In summary, the hypothesis regarding the temporal position of the
site's occupation has been supported by an examination of the archeological
data from Long Bluff State Park. They reveal the occurrence of a past
settlement dating roughly from the mid~1770's to the second decade of
the nineteenth century. A mean ceramic date calculated for this
occupation is only one year removed from the historic median date for
Long Bluff-Greenville.
The Funation of the Setttement
The final two hypotheses deal with the actual function of the past
settlement at Long Bluff State Park as it is reflected in the size and
form of the archeological remains. The first hypothesis states that
the settlement of Long B1uff-Greenvi11e was very likely a row settlement
with structures arranged along the ferry road from the landing on the Pee
Dee River to its intersection with the Georgetown road. Structures may
also have been present along the Georgetown .road to the north and
~outh of this intersection.
. *The t:.mPQPa,l r,;t,nge$, o;ff the t:nd:t:vidua1 cepa,m,ic types, examined he\l;e ,;t,r~'
bas-ed em Noel Hum,e (l9JO) and South (1972a,: 85, Fig t 11 ~
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Because settl¢ment ~orm may be best expressed in te~s of the
arrangement of act~al structures, test implications for this hypothesis
must deal with evi~ence that is likely to reflect the existence and
locations of structures in the archeological record. In the previous
discussion of the location of the Long Bluff-Greenville settlement,
artifacts from the ! site were separated according to whether or not they
pertained to struc~ures or were theby""products associated with other
activities within the settlement. Unlike the latter category, which
is likely to inc1u~e the discard and loss of materials both within and
apart from their m~in area of use, the remains of a structure in most
cases would accumulate only where the building stood as a result of
decay following it$ abandonment. This class of structural artifacts
would include bric~, nails, window glass, and other materials associated
with building construction. Even in cases where extensive demolition
has occurred, the ~istribution of such architectural artifacts has
been found to remain concentrated at the site of its deposition and may
be relied upon to ~rovide evidence for the location of a past structure
(see Lewis 1975b: $7-70, 1976: 96; Wilkins, Hunter and Carrillo 1975: 57).
For this reason th~ test implication for the hypothesis concerned with
settlement form pr$dicts that structural artifacts at the site will be
concentrated in cl~sters lying adjacent to the ferry road from the river
landing to the Georgetown road intersection and possibly also adjacent
to the Georgetown toad.
The distribution of the structural remains may be estimated by
observing variatio. in intensity of brick, the most cammon structural
artifact, across t11l.e survey area. A SYMAP of the spatial distribution
I
of brick by weight ! reveals the patterning (Fig. 30). The distribution
of these artifactsiis confined to an area similar to that predicted
above. Brick artifacts tend to concentrate in two areas. One concentratio.n
occurs..just east of the intersection of the Georgetown and ferry roads
and the other lies! just above the bluff. It is likely that each of the
concentrations of irick artifacts represents the locus of a structure
or structures lying adjacent to the ferry road. The material present
in the vicinity oflthe assumed northward extension of the Georgetown
road may be associfted with another structural concentration that
reaches its maximu* intensity just outside the western border of the
survey area. The Cook map of 1773 indicates that structures were
situated on this r~ad to the north of the courthouse site (Fig. 14)
and this material *ay relate to structures that were located there.
i
The patterned! arrangement of structures as revealed by the distribu-
tion of brick artifacts in the archeological record corresponds to the
row pattern predicfed in this hypothesis. Structures may be seen to
have been situatediadjacent to the ferry road in several places and on
the Georgetown road north of its intersection with the ferry road. An
examination of structural data obtained in the 1974 reconnaissance of
the area south of the ferry road (Fig. 24) reveals that building complexes
there were also situated adjacent to the road. A systematic sub-
surface sample along the bluff edge south of the ferry road uncovered
evidence of structural debris in this area (Fig. 3lC), indicating
that the past occupation exte~ded to the ferry landing.
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Bar graph of structural artifact occurrence from ferry road systematic
survey.
The results of a systematic subsu~face survey along the Georgetown
road south of the ferry road intersection (Fig. 31B) had also revealed
the presence of a structure in this location. The extent to which the
settlement stretched south along the Georgetown road is unknown at
present; however, the marked decline in the frequency of brick artifacts
toward the southern extremity of this sample suggests that the occupation
did not extend far beyond the intersection.
In summary, the archeological evidence indicates that, as anticipated,
the settlement on the Long Bluff was a row settlement concentrated along
the ferry road and extending somewhat to the north and south along the
Georgetown road.
The final hypothesis predicts that the size of a courthouse settlement,
such as that on the Long Bluff, would have been small relative to a
frontier town. Its size is not likely to have exceeded 16 structures.
Just as the general distribution of structures on the site is reflected
by variation in the density of occurrence of brick, the actual locations
of structures should also be revealed by the differential occurrence
of this material. Structure locations are likely to be indicated by
the presence of peaks in the frequency distribution of brick and the
number of peaks should correspond to the number of structures in the
past settlement. The test implication for this hypothesis is that the
distribution of brick will reveal a number of peaks that may be identified
as structural loci and that, when combined with the total number of
structural loci uncovered south of the ferry road in 1974, the total
number of loci will be less than 16.
In the previous discussion it has been noted that two peaks in the
frequency occurrence were visible on the SYMAP of brick artifacts
collected in the stratified systematic unaligned sample of the survey
area (Fig. 30). The easternmost peak lying just above the bluff edge
appears relatively compact while the other appears to extend along a
portion of the ferry road. On the basis of the SYMAP it is not possible
to determine if one or several structures are represented by the western
peak. In order to scrutinize the form of this peak more closely,
and thus observe smaller-§cale variations within it, it will be necessary
to examine the portion of the site on which it occurs at smaller intervals
than those employed in the stratified systematic unaligned sample.
The 50 foot intervals used in the systematic survey of the ferry
road permit this more detailed survey to be carried out. A bar graph
of brick frequencies revealed in this survey (Fig. 31A) contains peaks
at each end separated by a valley of low artifact occurrence. This
graph does indicate, however, that the concentration of material at the
western end is actually a double peak, suggesting the presence of two
structures here.
The systematic subsu~~Cl,ce su~yey 0:J; the Geo~getown ~oCl,d s'Quth of
the ferry rOCl,d intersect:ion reyeCl,ls Cl, peak in the f~equency of occurrence
of brick artifacts (Fig. 31B). The symmetrical shape of the frequency
distribution suggests the:presence of Cl,single structure. Such a
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structure may have been associated with the well uncovered in this
vicinity in 1974 (Lewis 1975: 18). It should also be noted that the
southwest corner of the intersection is the location where the Mills
map (1965) placed the Qheraws courthouse. It must be strongly emphasized,
however, that at present the archeological evidence is inadequate to
determine the activities associated with any of the structural loci
uncovered and it is, therefore, impossible to identify this location
or any other as the site of the courthouse.
It will be recalled that a systematic subsurface sample along the
bluff edge south of the ferry road also revealed a high occurrence of
brick (Fig. 31C), suggesting the presence of another structure at
the eastern edge of the settlement.
The 1977 archeological investigations have revealed the locations
of five structures, three to the north of the ferry road, one to the
south on the west side of the Georgetown road, and another on the bluff
edge on the south side of the ferry road. A comparison of these results
with those of the 1974 reconnaissance reveals that four of these structural
loci correspond to artifact scatters or features noted in 1974.
The presence of another artifact scatter located north and west of the
Georgetown-ferry road intersection where a bui1d~up of brick is suggested
by the SYMAP o(Fig. 30) brings the total to five. An examination of the
1974 artifact scatters indicates that in addition to those that correspond
to structural locations noted above, four are situated along the south
edge of the ferry road to the east of the Georgetown road intersection.
On the basis of the combined results of the 1974 reconnaissance and the
1977 survey it may be estimated that ten structures once existed in the
settlement on the Long Bluff (Fig. 32). Because this total falls within
the range anticipated for isolated political centers, it is possible
that this settlement could have filled such a role.
Summary
An examination of the archeological data obtained in the 1977 survey
of a portion of Long Bluff State Park has supported six hypotheses designed
to determine whether or not the archeological remains represent the
frontier period settlement of Long Bluff-Greenville. These hypotheses
were intended to explore the location, temporal span, and cultural
affiliation of the settlement as indicated in documentary sources and
the form and size of the settlement based upon analogies derived from
documentary and archeological evidence pertaining to settlements of
comparable function.
Archeological investigations revealed the presence of a settlement
in the area indicated by documentary sources to have been occupied by
Long Bluff-Greenville. The material output of activities associated
with the settlement was situated along the ferry road between the











• APPROXIMATE STRUCTURE LOCATION
FIGURE 32.
Greenville
Estimated distribution of structures
based on archeological evidence.
at Long Bluff-
As anticipated, the activity output was the highest in those parts
of the settlement most closely associated with its main function as a
political center. These areas were the Georgetown-ferry road intersection
adjacent to which the Cheraws courthouse was situated and the area just
above the river landing which served as an off-loading point for both
river traffic and road traffic via the Long Bluff ferry.
The cultural affiliation of the settlement was revealed by the
ceramic artifacts. The occurrence of a wide variety of ceramic types
typical of the industrialized manufacture of ceramics in Great Britain
during the eighteenth century, together with the appearance of re-
exported wares, reflects the importation of goods into the South Carolina
colony from the metropolitan area to which it was linked.
An examination of the ceramic artifacts also permitted a temporal
range and a mean occupation date to be assigned to the site. The
approximate range of 1775 - 1813 corresponds closely to the 1772 -
1816 span of time during which the settlement of Long Bluff-Greenville
is assumed to have been occupied. The archeological mean ceramic date
of 1793 falls only one year off of the 1794 median historic date for
that settlement. The presence of other types of artifacts having use
ranges that fall in the latter part of the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries supports the more precise ceramic dates.
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The function of a past settlement is likely to be reflected to an
extent by its form and size. Isolated political centers such as Long
Bluff-Greenville were, as a class, small settlements situated at cross-
roads and positioned centrally w~thinthe regions they served. Unless
influenced by certain external factors they were usually row settlements,
extending along one or several of the intersecting roads. Archeological
evidence revealed that structures at the site at Long Bluff State Park
were situated in a linear arrangement along the ferry road and along
the Georgetown road for a short distance both north and south of the
intersection.
Ten structures were shown to have existed at the settlement.
This number falls within the predicted limits of size for isolated
political settlements on the southern frontier.
The conclusions regarding settlement function are tentative at
present because the exploratory nature of the survey design was not intended
to reveal the small scale activity patterning necessary to completely assess
function. The survey has, however, provided the information necessary to
accomplish the primary tasks of discovering the size, form, and extent of the
Long Bluff-Greenville settlement. In doing so, it should serve as the initial
phase in the archeological investigation of the site, the results of which may
be used for historical interpretation and site development as well as for
further research ,into the role of Long Bluff-Greenville as a settlement on
the South Carolina frontier.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of this survey will aid in the interpretive development
of the site as a historical park. The archeology has revealed the number,
arrangement, and approximate location of structures or structural
complexes that once comprised the settlement of Long Bluff-Greenville.
The settlement appears to have lain adjacent to the ferry road from the
bluff just above the river landing and west to the intersection of ferry
road with the Georgetown road. Settlement also extended for a short
distance north and south along the Georgetown road. Apart from the well,
discovered in the 1974 reconnaissance, no surface remains of cultural
features were noted on the site. This is· largely a result of the
destructive effect of lang-term cultivation and of mechanicaL:tree planting.
For this reason it is not possible to develop restored or reconstructed
exhibits; however, the interpretation of structures and their associated
activity areas based on archeological evidence is possible following
intensive archeological research of the occupied area defined in this
report.
Although the archeological record has revealed the approximate locations
of structures in the early settlement, it has not yet been conducted
on a fine enough scale to permit the identification of functional
differences among them. Consequently, the locations of the two principal
structures around which the settlement grew, the Cheraws courthouse
and jail, remain unknown. Although the presence of a high concentration
of structural materials at the southwest corner of the Georgetown-
ferry road intersection, where the Mills (1965) map shows the courthouse
to have beensituated.is suggestive, the identification of this as
well as other structures must await further intensive examination. At
present, archeological investigations have provided information useful
in a very general interpretation of the past settlement and should form
the basis for further research into· the form and nature of the site
and its contents.
With regard to the role played by Long Bluff-Greenville on the frontier,
it has been possible to ascertain archeologically that the settlement
possessed several characteristics of an isolated political center. Its
position at a crossroads, its linear arrangement, and its central location
within the region it served are common to frontier administrative settlements
and its small size reflects an absence of the concentration of economic
activities associated with the larger frontier towns.
Because political activities were usually centered in frontier towns,
isolated administrative centers such as Long Bluff-Greenville are somewhat
less ..common on the frontier in the Carolinas. For this reason the
archeological remains at Long Bluff State Park represent a limited resource
base for the study of this class of settlement. Future research here holds
the potential of providing not only more information about Long Bluff-
Greenville in particular but also about isolated frontier political
settlements in general.
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The survey of a portion of Long Bluff$i:;lil.tePark has completed the
initial discovery phase of archeological investigations at the site of
the colonial settlement there. It has already provided basic information
about the political center of Long Bluff-Greenville that will be useful
in the study of this type of settlement in general as well as in the
interpretive development of this particular site. Given the results
of this survey several recommendations may be offered regarding future
archeological research here.
1. Because the stratified systematic unaligned sample excavations
revealed that the past occupation at Long Bluff State Park was confined
to the area roughly restricted to the ferry road, it should be possible
to concentrate subsequent archeological work to an area within approximately
400 feet north of this road. Excavations in the area north of this un-
covered no archeological materials and modification to this portion
of the park is not likely to adversely impact cultural resources in the
park. It is recommended however, that any modification of a specific
area be preceded by a close inspection of the area to prevent the des-
truction of an isolated cultural feature.
2. The archeological investigation of the portion of the survey area
shown to have contained cultural remains should be investigated in three
stages. The first stage would involve the gathering of a larger subsurface
sample of the entire area. A stratified systematic unaligned sample
of at least 1% of the total occupied.alZea should permit a clearer definition
of the spatial distribution of cultural materials as well as the discovery
of larger subsurface features. A preliminary definition of structure-
related activity areas, called "tofts," may be made at this time and
the assignment of these areas to functional categories may be attempted
if sufficient data exist. The results of this phase of archeology
should provide a more detailed picture of the past settlement and a more
complete understanding of the nature and distribution of the activities
carried out there.
3. The second stage of the archeological research would involve
the more intensive exploration of each toft area as an indhddual unit,
examining perhaps 10% of its total area. The larger sample permits not
only a more precise definition of toft boundaries, but also the segregation
of activity areas within them. Structural concentrations should be clearly
defined at this time and other features warranting further consideration
may be determined. At the close of this phase of work it may be possible
to discern clear functional differences between individual toft areas
based upon the types of activities carried out there. This will permit
the site to be interpreted in greater detail for exhibit purposes
and result in a more complete analysis of activity patterning in the
settlement.
4. The final phase of archeological research should involve the
complete excavation of selected features located in the previous phase
of research. The nature of these excavations must be governed by the
type of feature to be examined, its size, state of preservation, and
relative anticipated significance with regard to the understanding and
interpretation of the settlement as a sociocultural unit. Archeological
investigations in this phase would be aimed at exposing large contiguous
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areas and their results would provide the most tangible evidence for
interpretive site development. If intact structural features are identified
at this time, it is likely that they may require stabilization to preserve
or remove them for interpretive exhibit purposes. The analysis of the
data obtained in this final phase of archeological work should provide
the most accurate information regarding the form, nature, and spatial
extent of intra-site activity patterning in the settlement of Long Bluff-
Greenville. This information will result in the most complete picture
of the settlement as a functional entity on the South Carolina frontier
and provide valuable comparative data that may be used in the investigation
of similar isolated political centers in British colonial America.
5. Future archeological work at Long Bluff State Park will, of
course, be tied to the development of the park as a public use area,
whether the archeology is intended to aid in historical interpretation,
to mitigate the adverse effects of construction or other modification,
or both. Scheduling of archeological investigations must be an integral
part of park planning and development in order to preserve and/or record
the historic cultural resources. Any anticipated modification to the
park in the area revealed by this report to contain cultural materials
should be preceded by archeological investigations. Such investigations
would, of course, be confined to those areas to be directly and indirectly
impacted by the modification and would be intensive in nature.
6. In the event that construction or modification at Long Bluff
State Park involves the bluff edge, river bank, or river immediately
adjacent to the park in the vicinity of the ferry lal).ding, impacted
portion of the river must first be examined by qualified underwater
archeologists. The underwater investigations may employ various
electronic, tactile, and visual survey techniques that have proven
successful in similar surv~y projects in the low-visibility rivers of
South Carolina. If significant cultural features are encountered in
underwater survey further investigations may be required to mitigate
the adverse effects of the park modification.
7. The archeological survey upon which this report is based covered
only the northern portion of Long Bluff State Park. Results of a 1974
archeological reconnaissance and limited testing in 1977 have revealed
that a significant part of the settlement of Long Bluff-Greenville lay
outside of the survey area to the south. These investigations indicate
that as many as six structures were situated along the south side of
the ferry road and extend from west of the intersection of the Georgetown
and ferry roads to the bluff edge at the Pee Dee River. It is recommended
that future development of Long Bluff State Park include the investigation
of this portion of the historic settlement. An initial survey of the
southern part of the park should be completed to determine more precisely
the extent of the early settlement as well as the presence of as yet
unknown past occupations within the park boundaries in this area. If
desired for research and/or interpretive purposes, this survey may be
followed by more intensive archeological work following the sequence des-
cribed earlier. Any physical modification to this portion of the park should,
of course, be preceded by an archeological examination of the areas to
be impacted.
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In summary, it is recommended that archeological investigations
at the site of the colonial settlement of Long Bluff-Greenville in Long
Bluff State Park be conducted in three phases. These phases are intended
to provide an increasingly more detailed picture of the site by concen-
trating on a progressively more intensive examination of those areas
most likely to yield information useful in the study of the settlement
as a sociocultural unit and in the interpretation of the park as a
historical exhibit. This multi-phase plan is also advantageous in that
it allows choices to be made throughout the course of the work, choices
as to which areas might be investigated, when the investigations are
to be carried out, and to what extent the archeology proceeds in order
to produce the desired data. This research strategy should permit the
collection of a maximum amount of information while minimizing the expen-
diture of time and funds necessary to gather it. It is also recommended
that physical modification to the park be preceded by immediate limited
archeological investigation to mitigate the impact of such activities
on historical resources. The archeological investigation of the southern
portion of the park, which has only been partially examined, should be
considered an integral part of future planning for the development of
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A defense-in-depth strategy is an operational method designed to
provide security for a given territory against enemy forces sufficiently
strong and mobile enough to pierce a fixed defense perimeter. It is
based on the combination of self-contained strongholds with mobile forces
deployed among them. This strategy offers the (;,defense the advantage of
mutual support between these two elements. The defense-in-depth will
be successful as long as the strongholds are capable of withstanding
attack without requiring assistance from mobile forces, the mobile
elements can resist or evade attacks in the field without needing the
protection of the strongholds, and the destruction of the strongholds
is necessary for the offense to prevail. Under these conditions the two
elements of the defense acting in concert can provide the superior
strength capable of turning back the enemy force (Luttwak 1976: 131).
The British line of defense in the South was designed to take best
advantage of the trade and communications network in South Carolina.
The functions of supply, communications security, and interception of
hostile forces are crucial to the role of the strongholds in a defense-
in-depth strategy (Luttwak 1976: 132-134). Major fortified strongholds
were placed at Camden, Ninety-Six, and Augusta, all of which were collection
and redistribution centers in the transportation network of the interior.
In addition, smaller British garrisons were established at Georgetown,
Savannah, Rocky Mount on the upper Wateree, Cheraw (Tarleton 1967: 87),
Hanging Rock and Rugely's Mill north of Camden, Fort Granby on the
Congaree, Orangeburg, and Forts Galphin and Grierson near Augusta.
Later, other garrisons were stationed at Muskgrove's Millon the Enoree
River, Winnsboro, and at Fort Watson on the Santee and Fort Motte at the
confluence of the Wateree and Congaree Rivers (Lee 1969). Numerous farms,
mills, and other structures were temporarily maintained by British and
loyalist forces at strategic points (Fig. 11).
The success of the British defense-in-depth strategy may be observed
in the manner in which it acted to repel a serious rebel threat in the
summer of 1780. A large American army under the command of General
Horatio Gates moved into South Carolina from the north. Denied food
and supplies because these had been collected at British outposts, Gates'
army arrived at Lynches River above Camden in poor condition and without
logistical support (Tarleton 1967: 97; Mitchell 1962: 170). Meanwhile,
Lieutenant General Lord Cornwallis, the British commander, had been
able to assemble the necessary mobile forces to repel the attack by
drawing from other garrisons (Tarleton 1967: 98). Delayed by actions
with loyalist forces north of Camden, the American army was out-manuevered
by Cornwallis' force and defeated.
The British defense-in-depth failed only when the overall strategy
in the South was changed from pacification to conventional warfare and
the necessity of maintaining a large field army in North Carolina and
-85-
Virginia had drawn off most of the available mobile forces, leaving the
strongpoints to defend themselves. The reduction of the smaller garrisons
by an invading American field army under Nathanael Greene and aided by
rebel guerrilla forces isolated the two major fortified strongpoints
of Camden and Ninety-Six. Although both withstood attack successfully,
the destruction of the logistics network necessary to maintain them
forced their abandonment and a collapse of the British defense system
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DERIVATION OF MEAN CERAMIC DATE
T!l:emean ceramic date formula was developed as a technique by
which to determine a mean date of manufacture for British ceramics
found in an archeological context (South 1972a: 83",,84). It is based
on the assumption that a ceramic type's popularity will form a unimodal
curve through time reaching a peak between the time of its introduction
and that of its discontinuance. The median date is represented by the
peak in popularity. Utilizing Ivor Noel Hume's AGuide to Artifacts
of Colonial America (1970) as a source for the median dates for the
use span of each ceramic type t the mean date (y) for a group of
ceramics present at a particular site is calculated by the following
formula:
n





where: Xi = the median date of use
f. = the frequency of each ceramic type
1.
n = the number of ceramic types in the sample
The calculation of a mean ceramic date for the site at Long Bluff
State Park as a whole is accomplished as follows:
Ceramic Type Type Median Sherd Count Product
Description Date (X. ) (fi ) (Xi . f.)1. 1.
Ironstone"" 1860 11 20460
whiteware
Nottingham 1755 1 1755
ware
Delft 1750 17 2.9750
Finger-painted 1805 2 3'610
creamware
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y = ~r~6a67 = 1792.967 1793
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